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ABSTRA~T .. ' 
\ 
. .. 
· Investigation of the s~asonal and daily movements of s~~ 
• ! • • 
. ' 
s.hallow water benthic marine spe~ies in a· small, rock bounded 
· "gulch" of var-iable depth' in Logy . Bay; Newfoun~l.and , .. rev~~_ed 
t~at two speci~s~of·s~ulpin, Myoxo~ephalus sco~pius ~d·M . . 
. . .. . 
!._ , 1 (J 
o'ctodecems inosus were. the most common fish inhabitants of the 
. 
1
area. M. octode em:pinos\.1~~ d~~inated; the area's ·. fish • fauna 
- ,. . . .-
.. 
.: 
.' 
. ' . ~· 
du~ing 1the'5ummer·~onths~ Altnough ~· scorpius w~~ a. t~ar. !o~~ 
inhabitant of the area, its population· was greatly d-ecreased in · 
·- . ·-.. ' .. ·. . 
~he winter. Analyses of qistribution pat~erns for these two . 
. . 
specie~ indicated .that .M. octod~cemspinesus..·~lianged _through the 
.depth gr~die~~ of. the gulc~ · a.nd occupied ~ar~~us ;~s of .open 
. ' . 
-
bottom ·terra-i)l. 
. ' 
M. s'corpius was . more . conunonA.n · the lower reaches ·. 
. . . 
of the gulch and was associated ~it~ cover throughout the summer 
months; This cryptic be~aviour subsided during the winter months 
..-. 
subsequent to the· fall emigration of M. octodecemspinosus from 
·, 
the area. 
•' . 
Stepw~~e muiyiple · re~ession and corr:latiori ·analyses _of th~· 
numbers.· of M. scorpius, M. octodecemspinosus and Stlcha~us 
-1 I , 
punctatus per unit a~ea ~uggested· 'that, of.· the physical and 
' . . 
biological parameters examined, photoperiod, temperature and the 
. .0 . ' I 
degree of water movement were correlated with •the abundance of. 
• • .. f\ .. 
• ' Do. 
·e : ·these benthic fish ~pec.ies in :the study · area. L~near prediction · 
. ~s ·~f abundanc~· of~· ·~c~rpius,· M. · ~cto~~CeJ!lspinosus and 
I 
. S. punctatus per unit area are presented . . ,. D~f!ciencies of· these 
• 
models ar~ discussed. .. 
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Observations of ~,' s~orpius and !:!.._· octode~einspinosus at . night 
; ' .. -
suggest intersR~cific a~oadance by reciprocal· mpveme~ts into a~d .. . 
. . . 
. . 0 
out of. the study area,at dawn and d1,1sk. The number.s of.!:!·. scorpius 
. 1) 
,, 
o\ 
t 
'I 
'· 
present in the_ s.t~dy area decreas~d. at du~k .af.d ... incre~~ed tlgain 
' . ' ... ' . 
at ··.dawn. 
,- ,, . . . -
Pseudopleuronectes americanus was abundant in .the a.r"ea from 
· late May to· Sept~mber. . A <tense .aggre'gatlon of .!:· americanus . 
• f' • ' • 
. observed after dark. in late, Jumf i's de$cribed. · 
. . 
T~mes of. immigration and emigration of Li~anda . ferruginea. 
• 
were similar to those . of .!:· .. americanus. 
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INTRQDUCTION ' : 
: ' 
:: · o/" the many mari:ne habi·t~ts, thos~ of. shallow water communi t i_!s 
~re 'a~ong. ·~~ mo~t accessabl'e. I Although species' diversity is 
' characteristically low in s{xba~Ct,ic Q.abi tats' (Paine, 1966; Sanders, .. 
' ' I . 
1968) ~ ab-undance .of individual \pe~i~s n~ar sh~re varies greatly . . · · 
. 
both steasonally and daily. Low species diversity in the cold 
I . . . 
waters of eastern. NewfC!>undland is of value t~ marine' ecol.ogical 
• q -
~ J • 
studies·· in permitting conce_ntration on a few species . without the 
. . ~ ~· . ' . ., 
complicailng inter~ctions' found amon'~- ~re div~rse . .Comrimnities. 
. . . . .. ; . . . . . 
Th~ present' study describes sea·s·onal and· d~y. _to ·day variitions in 
. . 
distribution and abundance of soine inshore benthic fish' arid evaluates 
· fa~tor~~t -l!J.~ be 'assoej.ated· with these variations. 
. . . 
• ' I • 
Associated with the appraisal' of seasonal and daily changes 
) ' . . . 
in dist~i bution is the quest'ipn ·of. how 'large : an area individuai . 
. . 
. . 
fish cqver · in their movements. A3Rong the inshore marine fish species·, 
. ' 
are indi. viduals ·restricted 'in their movements to a· small ·geograp\tica_l 
. ' ~r~a ~l'Parth~y"' transie.nt in. 5!1Ch ~~e~St 
Question_s of popul~tion regulation ~re . gre.atly fp.cili tated · : 
J. 
by short food webs ·, Such .food webs 'are conunon in· arctic and ·sub-
~ . : 
arctic marine environments (Pai ne, .. 1966). · QtiQ·:objec.ttve, of 
. . ' t~ .. J ' • 
' . . ~ •. , .r . ' . 
research was to determhte the extent to which shallow water 
. ~ t; . 
this 
benthic 
. . 
fish species prey on,_'one an<_>ther .' Another ' objective wa.s to 
. '• . . 
investigate other possi~le Jlle~n~ .<_>f. p{pufation co~troi amot\g benthic 
fis~ sp~cies·. ·. . . . ; .  ' \ 
. . . ~ . . 
. ' ' 
!his . study uses. SCUBA to observe -be~~hic · fish in ~heir riatura1 
·to SCUBA. 
. •, 
' 
·. 
,· .· 
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· Figlire I. Dyer 1 s Gulch and periphera~ study areas 
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Study Area· ·· 
,, 
• 4 ( ' 
. Inunediately adjacen~ to the Marine Sciences Research Laboratory, · . 
.. 
by whiclr access _is gained to Logy Bay, is Dye·r'' s Gul'ch. This. gulch 
was. ltse~ . as 0 .the inai!:l:,~yudy :area. _ ..
· 'J:hr depth profhJ.of this gulch ranged..,fr·om appro~imately two 
' . 
. metres at it~' .. shoreward. o~igin to a d~pth of · 22 metres ·appr6xqmately 
. ~ 
b 
i 70 metres se.awar~~- A,! ·a distance of 80: met~$ seaw~'rd from its · 
. -. 
. . . I 
_origin, · the· depth sudd:nly incr~a'ses ftom .. s.ix ,to ni!le metres. Tb.e 
' ,. 
substrate in ·Dyer 1 s Gulch ·vades from· boulders interspersed w~ th · 
' . 
.. gravel'· wi.thin_ th'e first 70 metres, to a cobble plateau beginning 
·, , 
\ J 
about 100 metres seawarc;l. 'fhis plateau is not homogeneous for the 
'r 
entire width of the gulch at this point ( 4 0 metres. wide) . A , 
' 
. 
• 
'. .. . \ . 
narrow belt of boulders _runs se-award along the southeast · gulch .. 
. -
.Perimet~tr. This II.rea tontrasts sharply in appearance ~i th the • \ 
~-=--'\. . • I 
comparative regular,ity atid smoothness Qf the cobbles of the pl'ateau. ', 
.... " 
The depth qf this boulder belt is 0. 6 metres gr:eater than tfle 
l I ' I 
plat.eau for -i~s i~i tial .25 metres. ·A d·etailed description of the 
l 1 I ' :, 
.._ \"ttbmarine· -~har~~teri_stics _of Dyer's Gulch ·is giv.en by Himmelman ·. 
• • < 
(1969)1 ~e study area wa~· subdivided h1~o samplipg srftes ·according 
. ' . . 
t 
· ·4 . · I 
to differences in depth and ·type ,of ·substrate ($ig .. I); 
,. 
To f~c.ilita'te J;es~arc'h, on movements of be~thic s~ecies from" 
Dyer's Gulch" to p~riph~ral areas, ·addlti~nal :·obseJ;vations were. made 
. " . • . . !, 
. \ . . ' . ,. 
~n , ~gy Bay at 'var~i~g .. dista1_1ces from Dyer 1 ~ G.ulch Cfi,~: T): . 0The·~r ~reas -~ere chosen -~co:rdlng t? their accessa_b·i14y i~d. ~.foximi ty · to . 
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Benthic .Fish ~pecies 
I . 
3 
I ' 
'- · 
0 
0 ~ Q ~ 
. f 'Hirnmelman (1969).cites several fiSh specie~ as·being common in 
Dyeri~ ·Gulch. For cothrenien,ce, these speci es are divided into t wo 
0 · - • 
size groups. Larger speci es (ie. total length great; r tha~ 20 urn.) 
. include the adults of lump~ish, Cyclqpteru~ lumpus; winter flounder, 
I 
pseudopleuro~ectes americanus; longhorn sculp~n ) Myoxocepnalus . 
octodelfmspinosus; shorthor~ , sculpih , . ~· scorpi.us; and yell . Owtail 
c o I . 
. flounder,· Lima'nda ferrug:lnea. SmaU er species· i:nclude oa~ctic . . 
·. shanny ,· Stichaeus punctatus ; ~a.diat~ sha'n:ny ~ Ulvar ia subbif urcata 
• nd sea . snail, Liparis~atlanticus: 
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MARINE SCIEN~ES 
'RESEARCH 
. . LABORATORY 
•I 
Figu~e II. Relative positions ·of 
sampling · ~ta~igns in .Dyer's Gulch 
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METHODS 
Species Enumeration 
Dyer's Gqlch is well 'defined by rock .outcrop inclosing an 
;' . I 
area of about 6, 500 square metres. ·. The larger,'·, easily observed. 
... . ' . 
Q • 
benthic species, could be surveyed by swiinrni~·g a constant search . 
. . 
pattern ~hrough ~he study area at a distance of one to two metres 
above the substt:ate: The search pattern was accomplished by two 
' · d1vers swimming side by siae o~t one · side of the gulch and·back 
in on the other side, ·thu~ describing a "U". 
Investigation of the smalJer species necessitated detailed 
.... 
inspection of the substrate and therefore the use· of a smaller 
. ~.. . ' 
unit · of sampling area. Accordingly, a portable, dexion,. squ~_re 
quadrat, measuring one metre per side was used to delimit th,e 
. . . ·substrate area to be inspect;ed .' ·The positions at "?hich th~ quadrat . 
was placed, were deteryned by · measur~d transe~ts. Two toransects 
of braided, 6.'3 111J!l. diameter polypropylene rope ~ere marked -at ten 
.., ~-~-"'-" - '. i . · o I , 
metre intervals in the laborato·ry. The longer of the Pt:wo transects ,: 
, (50 · m.) was e~tablishe~ -horizontaily on the bottom· in site. c arid. . . j 
· the smaHer' (20 m.) in similar manner in site a (Fig .. II) f · This i 
0 
resulted in six samp'i,ing stations in the former site .and. three in 
the latter. An additional station was chosen in sit,e a . . 'fhis 
1 . . . ' 
station (#10) was s~lected on the basis of its being well defin~d 
I. 
by surrounding boulder and c·~iff. The individual sampling stations 
' , , . 
w~re not random .. but rather fi~~ f;om one ~bs.ervatio_n p~riod .to . 
i • . ' 
another, · This pr.ocedure was designed to facilitate ' documentation 
-· .... 
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. J • 
of territoriality and/or 'restricted mb~~m~~ts of individuals. 
The two·, tr;m.sects . were anchored by· tying ' the ends to boulders ' 
' . . ' . . ,.. 
.and w~ighting the i~tervening length with ,rocKs. For each transect, 
the. exact po~sition · of the -~~~-awa.r.? end Chosen according to the .. 
- . ·-. 
availabilit{ of sui:able anch~ring ~oul~;rs. 
. . Whenever possible, · cotints _were · tak~l once 
. Au~st ~o late No.ve~ber, i 972 :aM~- eb ary to 
ragging ' . . . • . . 
.._ 
The larger spec-ies we-re tagged to enable 
. . ,.~ 
per week from early 
r . 
December, 1973. 
individual recognition. 
Dart type tags manufactured by Flay Tag and Manufac,t 'ur.ing Inc. - of' 
'" I • t9 
Seattle ('fYpe FD-67. ' Anc\~_r, t~g #2Q J s';g. inch bare· ~oriofilam_ent) 
. wer~ uped . . A~l tags were/~ermanently marked with, a fivefdigit number 
in·~~~secutive se~ies by th~ vending c~mpa~y . 
. · I , "'-
Ilish for tagg_ing, from Dyer' s· . Gulch,o were captured with a h9:nd4 ' 
net artd removed· fro~ the water ' long enough to altow them .to be 
·meas~red and tagged in the dorsal mus~ulat~re of the left side 0 . . . 
(right side .for flounder). After taggin~, the speci~~ns ~e. releas~~ 
. ' .., I . ~ 
at the slipway (Fig. II), q In making an observat~on, the _relative 
...... 
pos~tion of the fisn and its.tag number were recorded on an 
,. 
,' • I u~ water slate. . .Tagged fish were not recaptured ·during the stl:idy 
) . .. _ 
per /~·d-~ ''··This. ~avo-ided ,,~~cid1_~tal· .removal of the tag and interference 
I . . ,\ . 
wi h ' the normal activjty of the fish. 
, I .' "" · • 
Tagging operations did not follow a rigid schedule. Instead, · 
taggi'ng ·was. undertaken. subs~quent to an~ dive in wh~ch more tha~ ten 
·' . individuals of a particular species' were recorded. A total of 26S ' 
·' ,
' . ·' 
'o . , 
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. 
longhorn and \ 132 shorthorn wer.e tagged. 
.. , 
Sonic ' transmitters (Smith-Root,- SR-69) w,ere usecJ. on six 
. 
\ . . 
longhorn and three shorthorn scu~pin ·to provide mo·~'P. extensive 
• !) • • 
informatioyn movement~ of indi v'i.dual fish. . The~e sonic ta:g~ · 
were usual~r fmplanted in the stomachs. One experiment was 
. ... , 
undertaken in which the sonic tag was inserted·~ surgically' into 
the_ b?dy ca~ity. "'lF~T th~s experiment, a~tis~ptic ~-ical' I 
·techniques were used in the laboratory qnatwo a~aesthetized 
u • 
longhorn sculpin. · ·-rsmall, mid-ventral incision was made in the 
' .·®. 
vicinity of the pelvic f'ins. The soni,c tag was inserted in one ·. 
spec~men while a plugged and weighted, plastic,centrjfug~ ~~be 
.. 
wa~ plaqed in the other spe:imen. Bqth incisions were sutur,ed. 
· The 'specimens ·were_ given an _.i~tr~mu~cular inj~ction of peni~dlin 
. ~-~ . . . . . 
(Derap~n-C. 0.1 cc : ) and·.~_placed in .liol'dirig f~ilKs to-~,eco:ver. 
. . . 
. . 
recognition. The sonic tagged · fish was re1eased at the 'slip~ay · 
\ 
approxima~ely 20. hours .after. the operation. 
A t'hird method of .tag ·placement involv~d attaching a single 
barbed fish .. hook to a sonic. tag and sewing the·· hooked tag into· th~ 
abdominal. cavity of a c~plin . .' The capiin was~ then taken to the 
= 
study area an~ offered as food to a previously marked fish. Thi s 
. -
Two .types of _hydrophone were used to determine the positi~n of 
.. 
the sonic tagged fish . . One hydrophone (Smith~~oot, UL- 74) coulq be · 
C: I . 
j • • . ·, .. 
~, . . 
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-.. ·j!· 
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• • I , 
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' ·, 
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·- ' 
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J . 
. } .1 . . ' ~ ~ ' I -
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( 7 ' . 
~,---·· '· 
. - . 
,.· 
cal'1t,ied by a 1di.ver .. -. This receiver was used to retrieve sonic tags 
. 
underwater. The..~second hydroph<?he was used from a surface. vess~l 
I • 
to. 9btain the' relative posit1on of the sonic .tagged subject._ ' This 
. ' 
second. hydrophone ·w~s designed . . bY Sta~ko and Polar (1972) and was 
' ' T '\1 • ~ • 
bui 1 t by the Department of Technical Services · of Memorial 
University of Newfoundland. ·' 
' ., 
• ' J 
· ~ total of 49 longhorn_ and 28 shor.thorn from ar~as peripheral. 
to Oyer's .. Gulch were marked during . the summer of 1973. Fish ·from 
ar~as 'A and· B were •tagged on two separate dates for each area.·. 
. ~ {) 
~. 
. . 
Fish £rom area D were tagged on only one occasion. Fish' from area 
-·· 
A · ~~re t.agged afld rei. eased· .at .the su,rf~e · i\ar~a A, on the f,~rst ' 
. tag.ging. tri ~1 ·.u~ sid~ Dy~r' s Gulch. Subsequent to thi 5 • . n 'sh· taLged 
in areas other tha'n Dyer 1 s Gulch were tagged underwater. At suX 
I ~ 
times, no measurements ~ere taken. 
. . 
One to th'-ree sculpin ·spec~mevs were. selected, irregularly, from 
among th'e Dyer 1 s Gulch fish fauna for analysis. of stomach contents: 
The emphasis on behaviour in this study prohibited the removai of 
. \ 
. . . 
la:rge ~umbers of fish. Accord~ngly, the em tic described 'by Markus 
(1932)' was used t~ obtain stomach contents. To determine the ·' 
ttffecti veness of this solution, the stdmachs .of a few specimens were 
., . 
'examined ·after sufficient ti~J!e had passed for the .chemical to ac~: 
: • • J 
Specimens whi ch were to be returned to the gulch . su~sequent to 
. . . 
. . 
use of the emetic were kept in. the labo.ratory over ni ght an~ releas~d 
• · · the ' next morning. 
Stomach contents \\!ere preserved in 10% formalin. · They were 
. ,. 
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examined · to determine the relative a~ndance ·of particular food · 
, I 
i terns in tli.e stomachs. 
Abiotic 'parameters 
... • )t - • 
. · 
,t· ,, 
The parameters examined as possi~ly infl_uencing the mo~ements Qf 
the fish species of Dye:~;' Is Gulch were: water movements, tel)lperature_, 
- ·~· 
· radiant energy influx, photoperiod,· preci}litation,. salinity and the 
. ambient concentra.tio~s If the. heav; metals, magn~siurn, . _m~ngan~·s\· 
iron, ·copper, zinc and lead. . , . 
I 
W~ter Movements '' 
I • 
No attempt was 'mad.e to direj:tly qu:'lntify submarin.e water 
movements ·. . Wat"er movement wa~. coded by v i sual. insp~'ction of · surf~ce 
c_onditiqns in Dyer's Gulch. The code used he/e is the same as that . 
us'ed in the M.S.R.L. diving log. 
0 No swep, surface glassy .. 0 
., 1 •NO swel_l, surface with wavel6fs 
2 · No swell, -surface choppy 
. 
3 ' Slight swell . (1-3 ~_t.), surface _glassy 
4 · Slight · swell (1 - 3 ft.), surface with wav'el ets 
- .. l 
.. . 
5 ·Slight·. swell (1-3 f"t:.), surface choppy 
6 MOderate sweli (4- 6 ft.), surface glassy 
.. _ .. 
Moder~te swell (4 -~ ft.), surface w~th wavelets 
8 Moderate swell (4-6 ft.), surf~ce choppy 
The 4e~ee to which submerg~4 objects are·. affected by .s~rface 
_, 
' I ' . 
. \ 
waves has been well defined as a function of both wave height and · 
. . - . 
C'- •• 
_depth (Carstens, 1968). This code then will represent changing 
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' · ' conditiQnS .~f wa'ter movement at the penthic cqnununity in Dyer's 
0 
... 
. Gulch but is not sensit?.:ve enough for intersite comparisons . 
. ' 
·Temperature 
' 'tV"' 
I ', 
Temperature .was m'easured at the "bottom using a laboratory 
'\ I- I 
· ther.tnometer. Temperature was recorded for statl.ons 1 and. 10 and 
-
· . • I 
was taken in close proximity (2 em.) to the substrate. ·. 
l . 
ol I 
R~dian't '"Energy Il}flux 
Continuou~ data on light intensities were obtained from-the 
monthly radia1;i'on suminary :pubi~shed ~Y. the Meteorological _Service 
according to ihe "Manual of gtandard Procedures and Practice~ for 
Meas~rin8 Electroinagl!e:tic. Radiation _of Atmospheric~ S,ol.a.r .and 
I . 
Terrestrial Emissio&~' I ' • These data were recorded at the ReseaTch 
Stat ion of t~e ' Can~da Depa~tm~J1t '~f Agriculture /wes't . si::. 
2 
The unit .of measurement is ' the gcal/cm . 
I 
John's. ' 
. ~ 
Conversion,pf these data into values-representative of radiant 
. . r . 
-·r-~l .. ' 
energy recei.ved at the' benthic community was achieved by use of the 
-.. . r . • . 
equation: 
where· 
-kd Id == toe 
. . Id = radiant energy ~ceived at· a particular depth 
. . . , . . 
Io =· radiant energy received at the surface 
e = base Napier~n loga~ithm 
k · = the ~xtinction coefficient . 
' . 
d · = _depth in metr~s. 
' . 
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Tjle · mean depth .of each· ctf\the samp_ling stations was used,, in 
association with an .extinction coeff~cient of 0.15 (Clarke and 
Denton, 1962). 
' ... 
Photoperiod 
. ~ . 
These data were ta;ken a:gain from the Monthly Radiation Su~ary .. 
-
. , Hours during which radiation was recorded were totaled to g~ve daily 
figures.· 
Precipitation 
Measurements of precipitation for the St. John's area were · 
. v . • 
taken by .the Atmospheric Envi~onment Seriice .at the St. · John's 
airport. 
· wa:t~r .Sampl_ing · 
" 
To facilitate laboratory.d~terminations.o£ sil~ni~y·and.metal 
cbncentra"tiol'l'S, wat7r samples were colle~t~d once per w~k' wh~never 
. 
.. 
· ~ossible.' Plastic, screw cap· botfles were filled with 'surface. wat~r . 
. . . . ,. ' 
~t ~he slipway~ ~mmediately prior to entering the, water. This was 
a. pr~caut.ioJ'ar; mea~ure to prevent the bottles being crushed at the 
~ . . i ' 
depth 9f station one (11.6 m.). ~en· takint~ sam~le, the bot~le 
I ' 
4 . · ·wa~ evacuate·d · using th~ . SCUB.A regulafor exhaust vent, held upside 
' . 
"dQwn until in ~lo'\e proxi-mity to the s~bstrate of the·,- particular 
~tation; then inverted, thus allowing· it to ~ill. Once the bottle 
~ I. 
was full of water; the cap was replaced inunediately. ·Each sample 
. 
was approximately ·one li~re. 
~ 
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. Sa_linity : .. . 
.l 
' t 
.. 
', 
. Th;i.s · par8lllete~ was· determined in •:the laboratory with'. ~n Americ;:m 
. Op~ica~ T/C ref~acto~et~&~del 10_4 3). Salinity det~rminations on 
.. 
"water s.amples were alternated with 
to, 
assure· cal_ibration of the · inst~ument • 
nearest part per thousand. 
/ 
Metals"-. 
distilled -water to 
. . 
. 
R~adings were taken to ' the 
I 
'"1 . • 
: Al r me-tal conce.ntrations, were determined ~ccord:lng ~o ·th.e 
pr.ocedti'res of Traversy (197P) by the water ;nalysis facility ·of 
. ' 
Memo~~al. University. 
I ' .. 
Water chemistry data have been excluded from 
. ' 
the follow,ing diScussions but are included in _ _.~~ appendix . 
Data_ Aitalo/sis ·...; 
I; ... 
Preliminary-· statis.tical anaiyses Cx2.~ t, analysis · of varian~e) 
were performed on · a Wang'· 700: series·, Adyanced. Programming CalcUlator . . 
Stepwise . mt;ltiple linear;regr~ssion was p~~fonned ti.Y an IBM, system · . . 
.37.0, model 155 electronic computer· us_ing the IBM, ·Scientific 
• 0 
subroutines, stepwi?e multiple regression·.program. 
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RESULTS 
Pret;y.~ary observations ~n the main study area revealed· two t. 
benthic ~pecies not documented by Himmelman (1969): .~e 'ocean or\ 
eel-pout, ·Macrozoarces americanus and ·the sea raven, Hemitri~t~rus 
-am~ricanus wer'e ollserved iri Dyet Is Gulch on . several ~ccasions ·in ·the 
. 
spring and summer. Tw9 wolffish '· Anarhichas sp. were noted .in Area 
D. on July 6, 1973. 
O,f the larger species, the· two sp.ecies of sculpin were the only 
fisb on which extensive · informatio 
information on seasonal occurranc~ 
Among the benthic fish speci s w 
. .. 
Quali tat~ve -=-I 
ecorded for all species . . 
designated ·as 
.. 
. . 
. '· 
smaller species, adult~ of Q· subbifurcata were found · to be ~octurnal · 
and were · not seen _during day time ohservation periods. They have 
been omitted from this study. The pres~nce of numerous young of 
the year o~ean pout a~d juvenil~ . sculpin resulted in their inclusion 
in the · gr~up designated . as smaller .. species. Num'tlers of larger species 
given in this ·report, ~nless oth~rwise specified~ represent only , 
. I. 0 • • • • • • • • 
tagged specimens seen. Total nurnbe~s· seen quring :any one observation 
I • 
period are given i~ Appendices I and I!.' 
.. . ·.-
.; ·· .. , 
Seasonal Occurrance 
. 0". 
' J • 
~· scorp~us · 
The shorthorn sculpin is found .in Dyer's Gu~ch throughout ·the 
year although only five spec'imens were counted d~r.ing'. the .winter~ 
-... , '/ . . 
,. Throughout January anP, February, ~bs_ervatio~~i. of ~· sc9rpius were 
. ' 
.. 
, .. 
, I 
. ' . 
.· · ) 
• u. 
-· 
J ' 
b 
. . 
•. 
.. 
:c-..-.-) 
.~ ... " .. ~ ' -
•, ' 
. . . 
... '\) 
c. 
. ' 
I r ·, 
• 
.) 
usually of egg guardians. 
' ' 
However, as these· .fish w~re· not tagged 
due t~ feared interference with normal in~batiori behavidur, the . 
• • til , • a . . '.' 
identity of individuals could not be ascertained unless the 1ndiviaual 
.) . . . . . . . 
, was guarding ''one of th~ k~own egg masses. All four egg masses 
... 
observed were eventua~l~deserted by the adults and were destroyed 
fY amphipods and holothiurians. 
- Rel.Jtive .to the numbe;,;o·f .lo.nghorns present ' in Dy~r-'s Gulch 
• 0 .... ~ • / • • • 
d,ur'ing the summer·, _th~ ;5horth~rn was" nev~~ very abu~dant. Even 
du~i~g their peak of abundance ' in. June, there were ne~er more than -
F - - {) . -
ten shorthorns counted in the study area during any one ·observation 
r ~s; 
period. /'1 
M. octodec~mspinosus· , .. .. 
' ' 
The longhorn scu~pin is a seasonal immigrant to Dyer'~ · Gulcn. 
. -It . -. . ~ ~s the most a~undant benthf~ fiSh_ througnou~ most C?f the. s~mmer •• ' ' 
. . 4 .. ' 
1972, all the longhorn, sculpin had emigrated from the main study -· 
- , 
migration, i~ 1973, took place by October area?y Nov~mber · 28. 
. 
24. In each ·year .there was he~vy surf action between the l ast . 
, observation .of lpn'ghorn s.culpin in the a~ea: ;tnd the fi~st observat i on 
in which lohghorns were absent . . Althou~h a single ' longho\-n was 
. . '' 
observed as early as March 20, 1913, this species was-.not- regulafiy · 
r.· .. enc?untered unt.il mid May. Longhorn sculpin began to· dominate the 
Dyer's Gulch f i sh community 1 i~· number -in· :early June. 
.. 
·P. arnericanus 
'I 
The first observation of winter flounder in. Dy.er' s Gulch in 1973 -
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F'igure . I II . Mean· ,ntimber of S. puncta tus .. per square metre in 1972 . 
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I 
I ' was· on ~y 15. Most 'winter flounder observations were ~n · ~~ lowe~ 
I • 
' • • r 
\ ' 
r~aches of the gulch'(sites c, q, e) although, occasi~nally, •••· 
•, ' 
• "' 1 • 
11r- • ._ individuals w~re found in site ·a. Severlf'l gra-ei~. fe~ales .were J :;ee~~ 
•; in site c• in late May. Winter flounder were found in the area "'· 
I 
\ mltil l~te September . .. No spedmens were seen· subseque~t to October 
' s l .. 
14 ,.- 1973. The ; last observation of winter flounder in 1972 was ·.on 
fl. 
., 
October 23. 0 \ 
. \ 
I 
. L. ferruginea \ 
..• 
Yei\owtaii flounder were also found regula-rly in Dyer's · Gulcn 
during the summer months of both years of .this study. Their 
. ~ , • . 
immigration ' in~o· the study area was · pr.ece~ded by that :·of wint:er 
• • 4 
t I) 
flounder altho~gh emigration of both speciJs coincided.· 
. . 
. ' ' 
C. lumpus -;- .. 
. , ~ 
Observations ~f lurnpfish _were rare.·· One ~pecimen-was tagged·- ~n 
J:he ' fall of 1972.. It W~S· nev~r s~en a~ai~. ·.· Two .. additionaJ ~p~cimens ' .. 
were seen in -1973, . one in June and one in July. · N":_ )umpfjsh egg 
• I • ~ ,._ . ... 
~ mass~s were 10bserved in Dyer!s Gulch.during the . perio~ of this study' · 
'although ~oung ium:fish · (@ 8 '7'') · were fou~d clingl~g to t! rock 
cliff of site b on July 13~ 1973. These young fish ~ere . att~ched 
• 1 ... . ., . 
appro~imately two metres up from the base of tHe cliff • 
.. 
' ' 
L. atlanMcus 
' 
. ' 
' ' . 
E:X.tr~mely 'heavy_ seas in Logy Bay durin.g early November, 1972 ~ ·· 
.. 
'• \. ' \ exten~i~~~Y rearranged the subst~rate throug~owt(rfjer•s · Gulcfi; 
' ' 
' ' 
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15. \ 
Subse.quent to thi~, except fo·r isola~ed individuals in ·.January, 1973, 
none of the/smaller ,.benthic species were· see.n in the -area. Portable 
' • . ~2 ;II 
, 
., ·quadra:t counts were then discontinued until L. atlanticus was noted 
0 • 
. ' 
. 
• 
· .. 
, ,in the area in February} 19J3• The Liparis population reached a 
. - . 
peaR in · April, - 1973, then declined. · The last sighting of a sea snail 
' • "t a 
in ~yer 's Gulch iR_ ~97; w~s on .. November 7. . ?.1any o.f the specim~ns. 
" . 
qbser,:ved prior to. July 18 ,· 1973 were !Hstincti'y gravid •. · 
. U. ·subbifurcata . . $1 
. 
Young of !!_. subbifurcata were seen :b1 ·oyer 1 s Gulch 'in 'low numbers 
in all 'but fpe coldest- months of the year·. 
• • r o 
Unlike ad1J.lt 'radiated 
a; 
· shanny, j,uveniles appear to be ptost a~tive during the day. 
~' . 
. s 
Myoxo~ephalus. sp. 
... ., 
, .. 
. Juvenile: ~culpin were not common in Dyer's Gulch prior to 1973 · 
" (G~een, pers: · cbmm.). . \. . . The f~rst 'sighting of individuals· of ~his 
•• 
g'enus i~ 197-3 wa::; ~n May·: They were still pr.esent ·in Dyer's Gulch 
at the end> of the present study in December, .1~73 .. 
,· 
~croz~~rces i americanu~ 
. . ' () 
I· p I :. 
Juvenil1~ ocean pout were" found in the stud~r ·a" ~-el~.ti~:jy 
first noted on May .15 ~ T~~y were not . 
)1- ·.~~. 
-"f 
short period.· They were 
' \ I 
observed subsequent to ~~gust 29.· 
. -
·s'. punctatus 
.. . 
The Cst year of. 'this st~dy marked the first~ ~nown - ~bservation 
of adul t' .a:J;"ctic shanny in Dyer 1 s Gulch. 
.., . , 
In 1972, 'the adults were_' 
- \ · · : ·found only b~yond. ~-tat ion ·Jt-1 tn a minimu~ .depth of, io metres. From 
0 • 
-· 
., .. 
. \"\ . 
•. 
' . 
,. 
~ 
. . 
( 
.. 
, 
. 
.· 
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16 
-. 
the time of first observation until thett disappearance (Sept.· 21 
• {1 " ' • ~ 
I 
to Nqv. l), th~ir presence in the study area was not n~ted. 
' . 
. '""' 
· Coloni"iat~on. ·of all · of ~yer' s Gulc}:l by adult ~· punctatus took 
.pla~e ~ in 197~ .. ~ · D_ensities, however, . . w~~e noticea~fy gi-~ater. in the 
" ~ , lower · ;r~achei of site c' than in site a ' (J'!!.aximum mean of 0.80 vs.~ 
' 0. 25 adults pe,r :square metre). ~. ' The last sighti~g of an adult 
~: punctatus took place Gm Dec.ember 12, 1973. 
' ~lagi'c .~arvae of the arctic sha~ny 'ha~e· ·bee~ .ebserved . nea~ , 
. . 
shore .in Logy Bay in late June,and early July (Gree~ 1 pers .• comm.) . 
. 
They ·~ettle to the bottom a~ metarnorph9sis and become pi~ent~d, 
9 ~ 
0 el' p 
after wh~ch t~ey closely resemble the adults.~ 
After ' residence in the area forth~ summer months, the population· 
,. 
. -
... . 
has co~sistentlY. declined through,the fall and reached ~ero as early 
. ~ . I • I 
' / as· November. to as? late as _early Jat:tuary (Farwell, 1971). 
During the summer of 19?2, random quadrat counts throughout 
/ 
the s~udy area itfdicated a ·mean number of juvenile S. punctatus· 
,· 
'll 
per squa~e metre as hi~ 8.33. 
/· 
This density is marked~/higher: 
/ 
~han that of. the fixed q~ad~at series, used thro~ghout · ~973. In 
'. • : ' I) " • /' / 
1973, the greatest densitf of.. this shanny was found,/ in late 
. ' I ~September, :o 'be l. 37 p~~ i square metre. /~/ 
. / 
/ . 
I . 
Their final disappearance in 1972. was a~rtupt (Fig. III) ... They 
,. 
I) • , • 
·were not found in the area after .high on~_h'6re winds in early · . 
. ' / 
/ 
. November .• Although onshore wind_s occ'l}r.red during the fall af 1973, 
0 / • \ • . 
. / . . 
'water ·movement comparabl~ to that ·¢peroienced the .previous"Year did 
/ 
not occur. / . .. 
. 
: / 
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Habitat 
( ·' 
M. scorpius 
•' 
~orthorn sculpin are most ~ommonly found in close proxi~ity to 
. rock cover al tl).ough this. relationsh~p varies with season. D_uring ': 
the summer months, shorthorns are often ·concealed in crevices or 
among boulder~. This a~fi?ity for ~ver is reduced during the 
winter months, e~pecially: during the spawning and incubation 
p_eriods. In only ~our out of fifteen observi,tion petiods ·(ten 
to tw~lve minutes .each) were shorthorns noted o~ the open sandy 
bottom of. area · B: Each of these four observations were of 1solitary 
sho.rthorns . . .
• 
M. octodecemspinosus 
'· A noticable characteristic of the 'l?nghorn sculpin is t~at it 
is comm'?nly associated _with open bottom _terrain of cobble (greatest 
dimension up to 0.5 ·m.) to sand. Whe~ present in area~ of·bould~r 
... 
. . 
substrate (~reater .than 0.5 ~.) they are most coJIIJlionly ·found on top · 
0 
. . 
of rather "than hidden beside these boulders. Longhorn sculpin w_ere 
. . 
present on the sandy bottom of 'Area Bin ten out of fifteen · 
a-· . 
observ'ations ·. In seven of tl}ese periods, longhorn numbers were j . 
greater than five individuals. 
• Smaller Species 
. . 
, " 
' 
.. • ' I 
. ~ 
.J:> . 
. 
The quadrat series data of the smat'ier. specie~ were analysed in I ,, l l 
a tw<t-way analysis of variance of species ve_r'sus quadrat station to 
determimi( whether the individ~al stations adequately represented 
the two sites (homogeneity within sites). , .rn one out of thirty~two. 
,,; . 
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0 . 
analyses, there was a signific~nt difference among stations witn 
r~spect ·. t~ the numbers of fish counted {F=2. 46. P=O. 04) .r · This 
rep:;-esents 3·',13 departures from ~om'ogeneity·. per 100 ~nalyses :~~d~ 
is ther~f6re considered not significan:t: Homogeneity among. 
stations· with respect to th~ nUtnbers ~f individual species indicated 
A l . ' 
that these smaller species had habitat requirements similar to each 
other or that they were all .equallr diverse in their choice ~f 
habitat within the :two sites. 
' Distribution Within 'Dyer's Gulch · 
M; scorpius 
. . . . 
.• Shorthorn sculpin in Oyer 1 s .lch are uneven!>:' distributed 
. ':lmong the study sites (Table . I)~ 9bservati.ons_ of shorthorns tn 
sites d and e are so few that they have b~en omitted from tl}.e · 
~ 
follo~ing results. Total fish counted each day are, given in 
. ~ 
in .Appendi~ II. Data from site ):J :have been excluded from all 
- . . . 
. . statistical calculations due to the absence of environmental· 
. ' 
.~ 
. ' 
data· for . this site (see Abiotic Parameters of. Methods). Missing , 
' . . 
data for Apri~ . and ·september. result-f-rom fai lure to rec~rd positions 
- · - .. 
for the shorthorns obser.ved during .observati_on periods in these 
months'. · 
. I 
A t-test of the mean numbe; of. ·.short~orn in sites · a and c 
· ~ndic~t<es ·a si~ifi~an~ diff~re~ce . . in the ntirnbers of fish i~ · . 
•' 
these two sites (t=5.19~ P=O.OOl). Expioration,,of thl~ differe~ce\ 
' ,. . ' . 
requires an i nvestigation into th~ ·biotic and physi~al differences 
·, 
· . 
II . . 
' . 
. " 
• , 
. . 
, f 
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19 · . . 
between the t~o sites (see Quantitative Analy~is of . Site 
Asso~iation ~ page 34) •. 
· Tabre I 
/ . 
. Number of M. · ... scorpius per stu?y site in 1973 
Month Site Total Number of 
a b c Individuals Seen 
January.; o· 5 3 5 
February , e 0 3 2 
· March 0 3 3 3 
·April · 2 
: May 2 1 4 
26 ~ .June . 6 ,3 11' 
·. - ~~ . 
· July · 11- 7 10 
" August , 0 3 · 5 . 2 
September · . ' .. 3 
October 0 2 6 13 
November 0 1 . 7 7 
December 1 0 7 3 
' , 
M. octodecemspinosus 
Longhorn sculpin are found in· Dyer's Gulch onfy d~_!j.ng the 
·summer month~. · Table n· depicts site occ~rrances .for longhorns·. 
. "' .. . .. 
As .with the·;ho;thorn observati~ns, aat~ for site·b h~ve ' been 
• ' " I : ' 
' I • ' I 
. . . 
omitt.ed from all calculations, x2 contingertcy•analysis indicates. 
.a si.gnificant difference (x2=22. ?S. P=O·. 001} between the 
peri'odicity _'of fluctuations in .numbers of longhorns- ih. · sit~s a 
. . 
aild c· although the numbers of longho·rns in t~e two s i tes at any. . 
. . 
one time may not be sign~ficantly di~ferent (~.,;1, 98 .. P:;:O.lS) • 
. 
Arrangement of ·data as in Table III facilitates comparison ef 
site preferences for ~he two sculpin species. · x2 analysis of the 
·:-. 
,. 
•, .. 
" . 
· ' 
., 
,• , 
' ' 
l 
' . , I 
. . 
... 
. • . 
• 20 
.. '• 
total of each species-found in the respective sites indicate~ · ~ 
.. I 
no difference. in their. rel~tive di~tributions'(x2=l.30. P=0.26). 
' 
Table II . '· 
Ntimber of M. octodecemspinosus per study site in 1973 
Month Site · Total Number of. 
a b e Ind~viduals Seen . 
January 0 . . o 0 0 
February 0 0 ·0 0 
March 0 .o 0 ·o 
April 0 0 0 0 
May 0 1 1 1.2 · 
June 2 12 14 80 
July . 40 51 35 99 . 
August 29 ~3 41 42 . 
,..._, 
September ·o 20 15 l~ 
October. 0 2 • . 3 7 
Novemb~r 0 0 0 0 
December 
··. 
0 0 0 0 
Table III 
Comparison of longhorn and shorthorn posit~ons 
Sfiorfnorn 
. Month .. Numbe~ I:~ngfiorn 
1 
Number .in Number in 
*Seen site a · site c 
Numbev Number 
'*seen site 
' ln 
a 
Number in 
site c . 
.May 2 0 1 7 2 
June 28 2 14 20 6 - ... 
July 1'!6 40 
' ' 
35' 28 11 
_ ,_l-ugus_t :_ 93 29 . 41 8 0 
.· 4 
11 
10 
5 
6' October 4 0 2 · 8, ~ 0 
Total 253 71 93 .71 19 
* The Number Seen includes . onty those fish for which 
positions were recorded. 
' . . 
Smaller Spe~ies 
., 
. · Between ~ny two consecutive weeks of this study th.ere. was 
. 
little change in the smaller ?pei!ies conununi~y, e.ithe:r in ·numoer 
36 
. . 
... 
.. . 
~ ... 
' • ~ I 
-. . 
·' .. . 
• II . 
.. 
. • 
'• 
I, 
( 
21 
or i"R species (maximum F=2.03. : P::p.227). In an attenipt t.o compare 
sites a ~nd c, . we.ekly . quadr~t. surveys were grouped into units of . 
. 
tw0' wee~~; thu~ produc~ng eight obseryations 'per c~ll (fo~r 
. . ' . ~ 
., 
quadrats per s_~te per. w~ek). A three-way analysis df variance (of 
· the numbers of fish counted of a particular specie_s in a given 
,, -. 
s~te over the discrete time intervals) indicated that there ~as 
a oifferenc~ betwe~n the two sites (F=11.92. P=O.OOq6) with 
~ I 
respect 
. species 
to the numbers of)fish in each site. The interaction of 
with t~me '(F=d .0~·- P < 0.'0001) indicates that the _numbers 
of individual· species varied with time when . observed i'n both si t~s ~ 
' The interaction of species with. site (F=5.778 . . P=0 . 0001) indicates 
that the diff~ence _betwee~ sit.es varied with. spec~s when .obser"~d 
'over time . . · The. first outc~e· is to ,be expected ~s the peak of . , · 
. . 
abundance does not occur at the same time~ for all species ~ 
· (App~ndix I) . However~ . the implied difference between numbers 
. . , ~ . 
of individuals per species in the two sites s~ould be examined .• 
niore closely in .consideration :of .the sign~ficance of the se.cond 
0 order interact ion in the analysis (F= 1. 652. P=O. OOt 6) • The 
· - ~ossi6ility ihat one species may prefer si.te a- while another 
by tle inte~a-ction of · specie~ wi th 
• • A 
~ prefers site c (as suggested 
• 
site) was evaluated by examining d~ta for individual species, one 
at a time, in five, two way analyses. 
S. punc tat us , - -~ 
Although there was.no·well defined difference in the numbers 
of arctic shanny per square -metre in the -two site$ in 1973 (F=l.l66. 
0 
. 
.. 
' . 
·' 
9 . 
~ . 
.· 
I ·• 
. ' .  
,I 
• 
.. 
\ . 
:-
I I 
22 II:' • 
• ,.. · ~ 
P::..0~282), the first order inte'ractiql} (F:=2.593. p::OQ.0086) suggests 
., 
, .. 
that departures from homogeneity. between the two sites 'may. have . 
• • '•1-- • • • 
been obscured. This signific.e.nt interaction implies that differences 
. betw~en sites vary with time. · hl 1972, the S. 
. . • , ·. .. . . -
punctatus population 
in Dyer's Gulch was much 1 a~ger than in 197 3. At ~hat _ time, site 
a contained the greatest numbers ·of _arc-t!c shanny. per square metre . 
. ·, .\ 
L. atlanticus .. I l • 
The difference between the mean number of sea snails per · . 
· squar~ ~etre in ·~h·e . two sit~s is highi·~ ~ant (F=10.46!?. 
. . .. . . 
P<O .0001) .. . The prefe~ence for site c over site a is obvious · 
,(Appendix I). 
M. americanus ' Q 
I • 
' Again there. is a definite difference between ·the nUn\bers ·of 
.. 
. I 
,. . 
young o_cean pout per square metre in the ~w~ sites· (F=S. 7b9. 
P=O ~ 0185). The 'populatio~ of young ocean ·pou~ in site a was less 
than one half that of site c. 
U . .- subbifurcata 
. . 
.' The analysis of .quadrat counts of radiated· shan~y in the '' two 
sites indicated uniform d _istribution. This ~pparent horn?genei ty 
(F=l .119. P==O. 293) · may have , been due to l,ow population levels. 
. I . ' . 
The interaction, of. numbers of r~diated shanny per square metre with 
• , I 
¥ . 
time was · n~t significant · (F=l. 792. P=O .124), s.ugg~sting that 
. ·' 
. · population size for ·this species ~id not charige very much during 
I . ' 
. . 
I o 
" . 
0 
. \ 
. 
' 
.-u 
23' . 
~he period of this study. 
. . 
Juvenile Myoxocephalus sp. • 
The ~umbe~.~of youn~ sculpin found in the lower r~aches of 
.. 
' ' 
Dyer.'s .Gulch -is distinctly greater than in site ·a .'(Total --numbers: ' 
. .. . . . 
site a--12., site c--46). The analysis of variance supports thi~ 
.. ' 
intuitive appraisal (F=lS. 07. P=O. 000.2). 
Daily,: Movements _,-
.. 
M. scorpius · . . } 
\ 
in the study are7 were regularly 
. -
AlthoUgh. relatif• posi ti~ns 
recorded for the obswved ~agged fish, these data are not sens-i t _ive 
. \ . 
enough to ·!ietermine the amount of daily s\'lirnming movement. · 
Observations. from day to d~y 'leave ample .time for a particular 
fisp. to circulate freely about the st~dy . area an.d still return· to 
the -sit-e of previous observati on. Accordingly, a series of 
observation periods ;were plann.ed over a 17 hour interval. Eight 
shorthorn sculpin were counted within _this 17 hou~ interVal. Four 
of· 'these fish were seen more than once . The results of ·these 
. . . . 
observations are sunnnarized in Table IV . 
'. 
'. 
Table I V 
Occurrance of tagged !:!· SCOrJ!iUS durtng P.ight observations 
·--
Shorthorn Identity s·tart of Observat i on P-eriod • 
. . . 
0546 1540 2155 0219 . 0640 
877 + + • 4 ( 
135 + .• + + + + 
'138 + + + 
132 +' + 
783 ' ' . I + 
110 + 
' 804 
. ;\.' - + 
. 00,1 't + -. 
' . 
·-
. ' .. . 
·, 
~ . ' ·. 0 
, • 
---
·. 
. I 
' ' 
. ' 
. ' 
0 ' 
.. 
':''• , 
t , ' I 
I 
-. 
' .. 
I . 24 
0 
,;,_(' 
·· Of the fo!lr ~horthorns that were seen ·on!y once during this series · 
. I ' 
of observat1.ons, three were never seen again during any observation 
. . 
period. One (804) was seen several times thereafter. Of the · 
.. 
four ~een more than once, two were seen ~everal times ther~after 
-· 
' 0 
while the other two were never seen again. 
~- octodecem,s:einO'sus . . 
, ' I 
The s~ries of dives oyer 17 continuous hours was ·undertaken 
at a time when both species of•sc~~pin were likely to be 'present 
in the area~ The results of these dives pettinent to .longhorn 
.• 
sculpin are pr~sented in Table V. 
' : 
Table V 
Occurrance of tagged ~· octodecemspinosus in 
Dyer's Gulch dur-ing night observations 
*start of Observation Period · · · ·Longhorn Idendi ty 
1540 2155 . 0219 0546. .0$40. 
778 
1'29 
. ' 1.24 
009 
005 
773 
774' 
779 
801 
818 
006 
007 
765 
+ 
+ . 
+ 
+ 
+ 
-(. 
+ 
-~ ' . ~ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
· + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
-
+ 
;- + ' 
+ 
-
-" 
+ 
. -
I 
* On the date of these observations, sunset occurred 
at 2134 hours. Sunrise was at 0531 hours,, local 
aparent time. r . 
«1 .. 
The a~ount of inmiigration into and emigration 'from Dyer's 
Gu!ch during this per.i.~ suggests much activity for this .. species 
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r· throughout the night. . E'xaminati'on of · Tables IV and V (su~arizeci 
· in Table VI) indicate that the· shorthorn. sculpin populat_ion in 
Dyer's Gulch is greatiy reduced at dusk and incr-eas~s- ' again at 
dawn. 
Table ·V.I 
\ . 
Numbers of tagged sculpin counted in Dyer'_s Gulch 
' during night observations 
~Species. Start of- Observation Period· 
... 
l 
.. 1540 2155 0219 0546 0840 \--"-_. ···---i1 ~ L<;nJ.ghorn S· 6 5 1 6 ' .. . . 
., 
Shorthorn . 5 1 2 6' 2 
- .· These data, however, may not be trttfy· _represen~ative of the 
situation. At· the t~me. of these observa~ions, large numbers of 
longhor~ . sculpin ~ere iJ!Uiligrating in~.o the ar"ea from their-
overwintering gra'unds_. . Thi~ re~ulted in large · numbers of 
untagged . scl;llp~n in Dyer's GulcJ:l. -As observation tim~s we.re · 
~ 
restricted. du:(ing all of these observation p_eriods due to 'coJ11pliance 
. . . . - - ( 
. . . . . . 
with repeti~ive, dive·. tables'· only total numbers of sculp~~ were · 
recorded. Within the tagged ·component.>~ of the two sculpin .. species 
present' in Dyer's · Gulch d~ring : t.he ni~ht, observations wete precise · 
as to speci~s, position and tag nwnber. In order to determine if-
~fle number of tagged ·sculpin -was representative of the total Dyer l s 
G~lch sculpin popula~i~n~ th'sse c,lata were ·~nalysed w_ith a- x2 (Table 
(J 
VII). ·. '· Anal.z.si~ pe~~een . the. null!ber of untagged ·~culpin and the .. 
sample _iri'ciicates no _signif'ica~t ._differ~nce between the .two tagged 
1' 
set~ ··of da-ta ·(x_2=3 .'32. P=O. 50).. Thus, the ta~ged ~culpins · bf Dyer-, s . 
~ 
I 
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... 
J ., 
, ' 
.. Gulch were indeed representative of the total sculpin population 
' . . 
frequenting . Dyer 1 s Gulch throughout the i 7 hour interval. 
. 
Table v.u 
Num't>ers of 'tagged and untagged sculp.in seen in 
Dyer 1 s Gulch during_ night observations 
Com~nent- St-art of Observation Period 
. 1540 2155 0219 0546 0840 
~ 
. . 
Untagged 24 ~ . 43 31 •, 22 27 
Tagged 10 7 7 1"'' ' 8 
· Having determined the s:hnilarity o~ the tagge,d sample t _o the 
u 
· sculpin population of Dyer 1 s Gulch, the two speties of the tagged 
~ f . • 
. sample CT<~;ble VI) wqre compared ·with. a x2 to assess their si~ilarities~ 
Th,is . analysis indi~ated ~hat _the two species of sculpin a.Te ·d-ifferent 
. . . 
in their times of occup~tion of Dyer's Gu~ch Cx2:::9.48. P:::O,OS);' 
. . 
Although the two specie>s cannot be said to ? mutuall~ ex~.l~siye, 
t~eir segfeg;tio~ _in spJs:e at dawn and· dusk is indicated. , . 
Tagging 
Attempts to determine the ex'tent to. which M. scorpius·. moves ·· · 
t -
. . . . . \ ·. 
out 1nt~ .'I...O&Y: Bay after occupy1ng Dyer's Gulch ~ere unsuccessful. ~ 
Sonic tracl<ing was unsuccessful largely due. to unperfected technique. 
Sonic tags ·implanted · in . t;he stomachs ~ere regurgitated w1ithin seven 
"" • "' :7 ' • • • • • 
days when .... specimEms were kept · in th~ laboratoi-y. In the field, tag 
retention was two to four days. : ) . ... ' 
· External attachinent.· of~ sonic tag p~ov~d· to be far too 
. . . 
.. 
~nspictious . as. several other ~culpin · w~re inunediatdy att~acted -to I 
. ., ~ 
. :( 
': - , 
) 
. ; 
- . . . . ... 
.. -· 
.. -·. , 
·. 
·, 
'. 
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27 
the transmit.ting fish and pursued it ~n an attempt to ingest the 
• I t '• 
'tag. .. . 
Of the shorthorn sculpin" marked in Dyer 1 s Gulch, one was 
- • •• • ' 1'1 . 
- "" ~ ~een outside t~e main study are!!. This single ~Jlservation .wa-s- of J '} .: -~ 
.... 
·an adult in area E. At the time of observation, , 144 days had 
~ if!f . ~ 
passed s'ince . ta-gging. This specimen was observed twice _previously; ··· 
•..-/ ' ' 
in Dyer 1 s Gulch, two and· three days after tagging. 
\ . 
The discussion of sonic tracking failures ·already applied to 
• ' , I 
M'. scorpius is also representat,ive of t.he work attempted. with the 
longhorns..  A further complication with the longhorn is its 
smaller .stomach and esoP.hage3:1 orifice relative to sHorthorns of 
comparable lengt·h. 
~ ., 
It is possible that ·these morpho.logical traits • 
. - ~ 
may have been assoc.iate~ with sonic tag r~gl.lrgitation within four 
I • 
. . 
... 
·days. Surgical irnplantati.on of the sonic tag was undertaken in 
: ~ ' ' . I 
an attempt to prolan~ tag retenti<iln.· The ·longhorn which was ' tagged 
. .. \.:._~, . ' .  4 \ . . 
su~giaaHy?was found · dfad in site b four days· afterfl'elease. Death 
• • • CJ • 
may have occurred as early as 30 hours after releas~. Inclement 
. ,. 
I 
t weather prevented tracking after· this interval; The ·control 
. . . . ' 
. 
specimen· suffered no appar.ent ill' effects fo.r three weeks. 'At the .end 
of this period the control. 'specil'llim died, apparentiy ·because of -~a 
. "' \ fa~l~r~ of the- saltwater supply. It ~s nqt presently. possible . to . 
0 . • . • 
. ' ' ' 
objectively evalU;ate -~urgical technique as a means _of affixing sonic 
tags. The procedure was abandoned . in- favor of the caplin technique 
. "' . . . . ' 
I • • • 
previous-ly described. · Unfortunately,. inclement weather combin~d with 
• • • J ,. • • • • • • ' .. l 
the, fall~ emigration of lon'~horn f~orn the stud~ area ·did not allow. . "' 
this latter technique. · 
\ '· 
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The results of sOiiic: trackfng a~e too iimited to· ~- o\f 
analytical value. Of the sculpin for which several distinct 
·. 
·· po~itions were determined, only one left. the study a~ea: This ·. ·· 
0 
fish was released at the surfac~ in site t ·along with three 
. . . . ,o 
other., externally marked, ~culpin. Three of the four fi~h. 
i1ilclying t~e ~~nic t~gg:d specimen,· w,e~.e n~ver s_een. agait;. 
The s:onic . tagged sped. men was followed, from a boat, to · a po sj. tion. 
-~pproximately _200 metres seaward f';o'm ~tai:io'n· ·#~. ThrEte days · 
·later .the sonic tag was recovered from ,the bottom at a dept~ of · 
. . 
L6 metres. Heavy seas prevented tracking during this interval. 
~~ . . . ~ 
No scu1p:i,n were seen in th!Y vicinity of 'tag recovery. o 
' . . 
.. 
Two sonic tagged specimens . were. monitered, on separate 
. occasions, once every hour , for . 24 hours. Li t;.:t:le moy_elJient was 
detected. However, one tag was found 'lying on the · bottom in: site 
; . . . . .. . ,; 
d ·after· 52 hours and t!te other. specimen found dead: in site · b 
. ,. 
after four days . . ' 
. . 
Of the 28 s~orthorn ~rked external-ly in oth~r parts of Logy · 
t . 
Bay, only one was observed in Dyer's G'ul.ch' . . : This single shortho~n 
was .'observed ·Oil'ce. A total of 49 longhorn sculpin was·· .marked in 
• 
.... areas Qther than Dyer's. Gulch. Three of. these -were subsequE~ntly 
• 
observed in .the main study area. · .Table VIII depicts. the- tagging 
done in areas other than Dye.r' s Gulch and the· results. 
r ' • ~ 
.. 
c. was not 'repeated due to poor "rate of turn :to Dyer's Gulch' . 
. ' 
. . 
,( 
.. 
.. Ar; initi~l. transp~~~t of ~ou~. s~· .. rt~orns · f~om site c ·to ar.ea 
,However, with time, three of the four su jects did return to the. • 
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't}te five long~OTn 0 SCUlp,in transplanted in 'the Same 'experiment I: 4 • • 0 · P ,, , · , ~ 
none. were ever seen again. Of. ihe longhorn sculpin tagged in 
\ 
Dyer 1 s Gulch,- ,none .were seen during dives in other atel}.s. 
. . ' 
This', 
~ 
:Toget:her with one tag . return from five miles away, .. sug·gests that 
0 to ,; ~. 
•' (' . longhor~ ~culpin -may move considerable distances. 
0 \.... ,' . . 
' ' 
. ~ 
.• 
, ,Date of 
Table VIII 
External ~~gging of sculpin in areas 
~. 'peripberal to,. D_yer 1 s Gulch 
. shortngrn • • tJ • Lopghorn . 
·~ 
() 
ta~gging Area Numb~r Number entering Number Number entering. 
.• tagged Dyer 1 s Gu!ch 
' .. 
May 15 F , 2 
June. 8 B 1' 
,( June· 2? 
July" •4 .. 
·A 10 ., . 1 
E- 4 
July 10 
~ ':July )9 
B 
D' 
. .. 
2' 
July 30 A • 9 ..• 
' . 
P. americimu~ · · . 
Winter flounder have been .observed 
' ~ ~.- . < I 
tagged ~yer 1 s Gulch . 
.. 
' 
5 
5 
2 ' 
3~ 
· ·5 0 
o. 
.:1 ' 
• 
-. 
3 
d 
-----
on,rsevera,l occasions in 
. . 
During the4day,· indivi~uals of this sp~c1es 
"' ·~. \ .... ,.. . 
• 0 ..-' .. 
the .main'study area . 
f I 
t.l9eir behaviour fr.om apparent complete· · ina~d .. vity" " 
. . ' 
have ·vari ed in 
. - . 0 • 
... 
.. -
·' 
J . 
/ . 
' ') . 
\ . 
. ~ 
' I . 
.. (as determined by thei~ .. ladk of ' resp~I_lSC for ~evera~ seconds after .•.. 
~ L . 
" being captured in ~net) tQ extre~e avoidance of. diyers, 
., :. 
On 
, ' ' . ..~ ' { " 
-.the .Occasion of. the 17')•hour ob51rrvation. series on sculpin J a dense 
ii 
- ... ... ...... . . . - ~ . 
aggre~a}ion of more.thJn lQO w~nter flounder w~s· nated tn the · 
lo • ' f/1 I 
.., ' .... I fl • J ' 
v i cinity of station '#1 at 2155 hours. · These ~ish were 'tompac~ed 
~: •, ... • < I • •q,' .~'. • ' .: . • .· ' ' ~ l "-: ' • • " ' ~ 
i nto such a~mall ~re~ th~t th~y~~~te over~a~~n~ ~~c~ oth~r, ; 
1 ,_. o • 
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.., / if .. 
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often ,thr.ee fish. deep. More than SO% of these fish were in the 
, • c • 
.:. feeding position de~cribed by ?lla,, ~' · {1969). Several 
' 
specimens ~ere a~ so obs.erved swinlm~ng, slowly, :tppr~ximately two 
• • " • f , 
to three m~s a~~v~ the bottom. At 'the time of these observations, 
ambient light intensity w~s grea~ enough tnat the water surface 
I -
could be seen frpm a depth of lS metres. However, to · the human 
. . .. ' . 
.\ . eye, thC~bottom was ~ompletely da~k ·and had to be artificially . . ,. ~ · ~ illuminated~ ~e restriction on bbser~ation d~rdtion duri~g · this 
dive series did not permit inv~stigation of the- flounder activities . 
.. . 
It . is likely that, by this d~·t·e (June 26) the height of .. the spawning 
; 
· season was ov~r a~ few gr~vid females ·. were s.een in late June. 
0 
0 : . 
.. 
Affinity for Dyer's Gulc? 
. 
The affinity of the two scalpin species for Dyer• ·s Gulch ¥ most 
·, 
easily described o~ · a comparative basi's. A.t-test ·of the number · 
... 
o; sculpi~ seen.owithin 'three d~ys. · of t(Jgging '(longh~rn vs -. shorthor~, 
Tabl~ IX) . relative ~o the total numbers ta?ged (with arcsi n' 
0 •. :transformati~n) indi~ates . no ·d~fference between 'the affinities of 
' . 
the. respective spe~i,es for. Dyer's Gulch immed~ateiy. subs·eque~t to 
. . . 
tagging (t=O •. 68 ~· P=O. 52) . · . The ~a'Qle typ.e of · ~nalysis of the S>hoTthorns' 
. . . 
ne.ver seen ~gain · and th~se data for the longhorns (Table . X) suggests · 
D 
• 
no difference petween the affini ties ·of the two speci~s for Dy~r's 
. . 
·. 6julch ·(t=0.97. P=0.37) or that their ~ates o(mortality· ~re sirni,lar. 
subsequent to tagging. 
. ' 
The data of Ta~l~ XI suggest· ·that shorthorn return ti:> Dyer'~ 
' 
, 
Gulc~ more· frequently .than .longhorii'S; As the number of' l onghorn 
( 
·l . ",' 
• • 
. , 
. .. 
. ' 
'1. 
'' I 
'•, r 
Table IX 
J 
Affinities of sculpin for Dyer'~ · Gul'cly after· ta'gging 
Date Number of Number· seen Number of Number seel'b 
Shnrthorn within· Ratio Longhorn· wi thin Ratio · 
tagged three days . tagged three days ·. 
0 
1972 
•• /\ug .· 3 1 0.33 4.2 10 0.24 
Sept. 1 0 0.00 1 0 I o·.oo 
Oct. 16 3 0•19 3 0 0.00 
1973 
.,.May 24' . . . 2 :o;o8 12' 3 o;2s 
"' June 28 8 0.29 '80 31 0.34 • -
July 18 8 0.44 69 · 35 ' 0.51,· .. . ·-. ... -
Sept. 3 0 
~ . 
. ,0,. 00 3 2 0.67 
.. . , .. 
- -
, 
. ' 
was far greater than. the number of shorthorn ~~gged during thi~ 
. .. ... 
.. study, the results of Table Xi ax~ ... likely biased . im. favor of .the . 
' 0 • - I 
longhorns·. . It is 'ther~fore ~onclud.ed that M·. scorpius shows a 
.greater affinity for · Dyer's Gulch than longhorn sculpi11: . I 
,r 
Table X 
· · Numbers <;_>£ sculpin ~ot observed sub.sequent· to· tagging 
Date Number of Number never. Number of Number never . 
Shortho-rn seen again Ra:tio Longhorn seen again Ratio 
~agged tagged 
1972 
Aug. 3 1' .. 0.33 42 18 
ot . 
0.43. 
Sept . . 1 0. 0.00 1 ·o 0.00 
. · "Oct~· 16 
1973 ~ 
7 0.44 I 3· ' 2 0.67 
May 24 10 0.42 12 9 0 . 75 
June · ·28 12 . 0".43 80 40 r- 0.50 
-July· ·18 . 10 0 .-56 69 21 0 . 30 
"' Sept. 3 1 0. 33 3 1 · 0 . 33 . .. 
. . 
. I 
... ~ 
}' 
. . 
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Table XI . (1 
I 
'· Fish returning to Dyer's Gulch more 
· than nine months after tagging 
Species Date"T~ged · Number of. Last Sighting Days · at . 
(197 ' -8ightings · 
-(197 3) large 
Shtfrth~rn Sept, ·,22 !f Oct. 31 402 
Oct. 12 13 Nov. ~6 379 
Oct. 12 6 July 23 . 284 
Oct. 18 15 Nov. 9 . 387 
Oct. 18 ' 2 July 18· 273 
Oct. · 24 3·. Oct. 26 ' . 367 
Longhorn . Aug. 10 5 July 13 338 
_Aug. '•11 3 I A~g. · s .,'t62: 
Aug·. 15 2 ·July 11 33'0 
Aug. · 15 ~ July 20 33~ .· 
Winter Aug. i'5 ' 1 July. 6 325 
Flound~ Aug. 31 4 .July 6 30~ 
S.ept. 26 3 July 11 .278 
.. 
Yellowtail. Aug. 9 4 July 27 353 
\ . 
. \ 
. ,, 
T~e p-ercentage of sculpin tagged each month that is never 
• I • . • 
seen _again varies considerably with date of tagging (Fig. ~l· · 
. ' 
The . greate.st . ra~e . of disappea~ance for the longhorn.' fs i n the 
spring while that for the shorthorn is in the summer. 
"C) . . +· 
Q) 
M,. octodecemspinosus 
bO 0.7 bO bO 
~ ell 
•.-I E-< 
~ 
·.E 0.6 . GJ M; ·scorE ius ..... p. 
.--4 .. 
.. 1-t ;J t ' ..  ' · ·:~· Q) u 0 ,5 ~ U) :;. ... .--4 z ell 0.4 .. .... 
~ % + 
0.3 
May June ·Aug. Sept. 
. ,. 
F~gure· IV.. . D:lsappearance of . sculpi n . from. D~er_·, s Gulch 
. ,•, 
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1 • 
P. americanus I 
Of 36 'winter flounder tagged . in Dyer's Gulch, 16 were observed· 
subsequent to tagging . . Seven of· these 16 fish were observed in 
.Dyer's q~lch 'more than six months after tagging. This figure 'is 
. . 
lower· than it -should be as several other ·tagged flounder w~re . 
.. 
hoted in the area 0~ various occasions but could not be identified,' 
. . . 
The greater aversion to a diver sl'\own by winter f.lounder than·. by 
the two species of SGulpin neces~itates coded · tags which can be 
' 
identified .from at least ·9ne metre away. ':'The thin dorsal musculature 
and greater sw~mmin'g ability of flounder' over sculpin also results 
in grea~er tag loss ·and possibly mo!talitr.. · ~pecimens haye been. 
found with wounds which inc\icated that 'tags had been lost.. 
s·. punctatus ' ""' 
. 
· In. early August, 1973, elev~n a#ult §.: · punctatus .were collected 
in the vicinity of station #2. · These' fish -were ana.estheti.~ed with 
I • o ,. o 
MS222 ~nd tagged in the ·laboratory by sewing glass beads (1 mm. · ' 
diameter) to the' anteri~r, dorsal musculature. No abnormal .fish 
were ·observed among the tagged specimens for ten. days following 
· ta'gg~ng. Afte,; this· interval~ . . the tagged specimens w~re released 
- ~t ihe bottom , in the area of capture. 
" . 
· ,. Of these eleven--fish, five were observea subsequent to release. 
' ' '- . '<!! 
Four or these ~~hibited 'fidelity to the area -of 'capture-release: . 
,. 
. .. The .fifth fish was obse:r:ved once · in the ··vici~l ty of. station #1. 
, • I 
· . An adult ~· pu~ctatus . which. \>~re defin~ te tagging· wounds· but ·no · 
tag was .observed at station Jtl' on August 29, 1973_. It did ·not· appear 
,-. $• . • 
,• 
. " 
, • o , 1.1 . 
,• 
t , I 
.· 
•. 
,'. 
. ... . . . 
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.. 
to. be ~eakened by its wound. I · 
Quan'ti tative Analysis of Site Association . 
0~ the'seven benthic species ~nclu?ed . in the multiple- regression 
\ . 
analysis, models have been derived for only ~hree species: ~· . 
h 
scorpius, ~· octodecemspinosu·s, and Sticha.eu's punctatus. Correlati;.on 
matricies (Appendices III and IV) imply posslble relat·ions. among the · , 
·other variates. 
As data on species distributions in sites a and c have indicated 
-···a. 
1
greater abundance o{ most benthic fish species in site c, one 
I 
model is presented for each specie~ for each site. 
. I 
The pres,ence of several_ ~ub-zero ~emper~ture :eadings in the 
data matrices made n~tural logarithm linearity transformations 
~ . . . . . . . . 
impossible.- Accordingly a·constant of 2.0 has been added to all ' 
i~dependent var~ates thereby displacing_the regression on the 
x-axi~ to positive valu~s. This cons·tant must be .included . with 
. ' 
each inde~'ttden_t variabl~ when using th_e equations as. prediction 
models.. • . 
All independent- variables are significant .(P-< 0. OS) in 
.. 
. . . 
. .. 
thei r .cont-ribution to the models. Independent vat>iables ·are 
. I 
I 
': included in the equations in decreasing order of importance. 
. . 
The fol~owing defin~tions apply to all equations: 
-. 
x2= number of shorthorn in site a + '2. 0 · 
. . . 
. -
'o 
· x4= I?-umber of ;horthorn in site c + 2.0 ' • 
... 
' ~ , . 
. x5=. mean . number of ~· punctatus per square metre in 
'· ,. 
: site a+.- 2.0 
T 
I • 
. ' 
'· 
•, 
,, 
' 
...... 
. ' 
( 
,. 
'":> · 
\ 
= 
• J 
I ' 
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35 ' . ' 
~= m~an number ' of _!:. atlanticus per square metr.e 
site c + 2.0 
x7 ~: mean nuinb~r of young M. americanus per square ) -
metre 'in site designated .by dependent variable 
+ 2.0 
x8= mean numbe'r of young u. subbifutcata ,per square 
' . 
mett:e :1.111 site designated· by dependent-variable 
+ 2 .o 
.. 
xg= mea~ ·number of young .. sculpin p~r square metre 
in site c +.2.0 
x10= water ll)ovement code + 2. 0 
xu=: te~perature . in 4egrees Centigrade : ~ 2. Q 
X12= mean radiant energy influX per site + 2.0 
x13~ photoperiod~ 2.0 
• I 
Having defined. these pilram~ters, it is now possible t-o. describe 
.. the 111odel s . · 
· • The number of · shorthorn sculpin to be found in site a .at any 
one time is: ~ . 
, 
, 
Y = -5.13117 + 2 . 00004 lo~x13 + 0,31115 1og~~l0 
. ' 
0.4591~ . 
.. 
. . . 
. - 1 ogexs .. - ......................... ~ .. · .. · ..... · ....... . • ~ ... · ... (1) · 
D ' ' • 1lo 
For thi.s equation, the multiple correlation co~fficient is low, th·e 
. ' 
., ·' . . 
overall equation accountin_g for o~ly 9% .of the -variability 1in the : 
. . . .. - . . . . . ." 
I ' 
number of shorthorn in si. te . a. This ·model is thus. il}adelquate. · 
• I 
The number of shorthorn to be found in ?ite c ·at any mie time is: 
Y = 4.97382"'- 1.45069 logex13 -. 0.194'02 logexu + .0.29617 
.. 
.. 
.. ·.: ............ •. (2) 
-· 
. , 
~ 
" 
' . 
· .. 
... 
,· . 
I' 
I. 
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n • 
' 
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36 
.. 
The correlation coefficient is again insignificant (R=0.346. P >0.05), 
the equation a~counting for 11.97% of 'the total variability in Y •. 
~ 
The model for lohghorn s~ulpin in site a is: 
Y; -13.0361~ + 3.32782 logeX13 +-·1.30076 lo,gexl1 - 2.09695 
lo&ex10 + · 3.22689 logex2 + 0.89735 logex12 ..... · ... , .... (3) i . ' 
The multipfe correlation coefficient (R=O. 547. P < 0, 01)" credits the · 
r 
~quat~on _with 29.92% of the variaJ:>ility .in Y.' However, tlie table of 
.. ' . , 
residuals (deviations of calculated Y values from observed values) 
' . I I • 
~hdic~tes arr inaccurate model. 
The number of longhorns inosite c is described br: 
Y = -22,30298 + 8·.32712 logeX13 . + ·0,86414 . logeXll .:.. 1.68085 
. . 
logex7 + 0.96683 logeX4 ." ........... : .· ............... .... (4) 
.. 
This model accounts for· 39 .. 56% of the vat"iability in Y (R=0.629. 
. ~ 
P<O.Ol). The table of· resi,dtials indicates compliance wit.h the· model 
b I ' ~ 1 ' 1 
·• (dev,i.ations of l~ss ·than): 0) .~n· about 43% of. cases. ·. · , 
.The number of S. punctatus per squar~ metre in site a is given" ' 
0 
as: 
.. 
. . 
Y = 0.29867 + 0.27519 logeXll 
. ' ' ~ 
0.42607 logex2 · ... . ........... (5) 
. . 
: The_ va~iabi~ity in Y accountt:;d · for by this equation :l.s 13.54% (R=0.368. · 
. 'P<· 0.01), Again t.he model, although"' representativ.e in ' 87%··of cases, . 
is unsuitt:lble·. 
~ • > 
Deviations oF"Up to 80% from the higher of the 
observed Y values make this model unreliable. · 
·-- .. --·· · 
. ., 
The number of S. punctatus per square metre in site c · is given 
• I 
' . 
by:,. 
Y o .. 70556 + 0 . 23818 logexn 0.49660 logeX7 0. 38436"1ogeX9 ••• (6) 
. '~ 
' . 
.-
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.· ~ I 
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This. equation accounts for 17.39% of the variabLlity in Y (R=0.~17. 
- P< 0.01). Deviation of the estimated Y frQm the observed values . of 
,t;.~ ~ 
more than 1. 0 occurred in 7% of cases. Again deviati'on was lr~atest · 
for the highest observed values of Y. ' 
Food and Feeding 
S~orthorn stomach contents obtained in May were, in quantity, 
.•. 
several t'imes gTe~ter 'than those obtained in any ot.her . month. The 
. . 
May sample~ w~re the only .ones in which significant numbers of 
fish remains were found . . One specimen contained thirteen w~ole 
adult s.eA··snails, eleven intact __ vertebral coi~s, 'likely _pf 
. .!:: atlanticus J more th~n 1.00 polychaetes plus. several_ sca_le worms 
. (Lepidonotus s~.) ~nd ainphipods .. ·· No food ' items .were regurgitated 
.· 
in ·the fall ·although the emetic was administered· to several specimens. 
• ~ • • J •• 
· The extreme :numbers of particular prey species which have been 
found in shorth~r~ st'omachs at . certain times suggests th_at M. s.~orpius 
is efficient 'in its utilization of aggregations of prey s.pe_cies. On 
· several.. ~;>ccasions ·, especially_ during late spring; shorthorn sculJlin .. 
~ 
were seen wltich had greatly disteni:led abd.omens. The food of th(% 
shorthorn sculpin ,is determi~ed apparently by whatever is most 
abundant and most easily obtained. 
I • ~. 
' •) . . 
. In the laboratory, shorthorn sculpin have been observed · to eat 
< "' I ' ' ' If • t 
several caplin (Mallotus villosus) in one feeding session and have 
. . . ·, . . .. 
been noted to capture __ and consume live cunners (Tautogolabrus' 
,, 
. 
'· 
. ' 
. . 
. •' 
·' 
.. 
/ 
' 
. . 
., 
·-· 
. '• 
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' 
·. 
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~dspersus) when the two species haye been kept in the same 
.. 
· holding ~anks .. On one oc<;-asion 'a femal'e shorthorn. ( 400 mm· • 
total length) was observed, ~in this -lab situation, to ·completely 
. 
·.swallow a. temporarily_ incapacitated cunner of about · _1(0 mm. fork 
length. Shortly- therea_fter, the ~am~ sc~lpin took another, 
somewhat smaller cunner. · Although this exact situation is 
~ 
, 
· unl~kely .to occur in the field, it demonstrates the gastronomic 
capacity o~ the shorthorn . 
M. ociodecemspinosus r· 
. . : 
Attemp'ts to induce regurgi~~tion . or" ~o~d from longho~ns_· were 
• 4 
larg~ly unsuccessful. . The only food found in "Dyer 1 s Gulch-
lo11ghorns were crabs (Hya~ . sp.), ._ amphipods -and caplin .. (Ma.llotus 
villosus). Out of fifteen longh?rns treated . with . the eiJletic, 
~.,:. 
only three regurgitated food. To test the effect-iveness of t~e . 
emetic; the stdinachs of, four .longhorns (on separ~te oc.casions~ 
i 
were -examined after there · had been no response to th~ emetic. 
, ·, • A -
Thes·e specimens were chosen because of t ·heir engorged appearance. 
. . 
. · .. 
All four stomachs -were found to .be 'emp~y. It is ~herefore possib.le 
•' 
'that the long~orns had been feeding on soft bodie~ .-forms tha-t · 
... ' _, 
were digested quickly or that .they .were eating very litt.le. The -. . 
common presence of Nereis sp. among the shorthorn st6mach contents 
. -·-~'"·""'!•.....; •. ... .. .!-_ .. 
tends t_p. negate the firs't possibility_. 
Subsequent· to feeding on animals with hard body parts, such as 
• 0 • 
large crustaceans, the presence of th~ CX9Skeleton. i n the ' lo~gh~rn 
. . . 
stomach is readily 'detectable by touch. ·· Durini the various ~agg1ng 
. ·' 
·. 
,, 
'~ · ' . . . 
- ' 
, 
. ·, 
'IJ 
. ., 
. , 
, , 
• I 
1 ... . . 
·. 
·. 
• 0 
• Q 
periods, hard mater~als w~r~ rarely detected- ti~ ~he · stomachs _ o~ 
longhorns although such occurrance was more c mrnon among M. scorpius · 
' - .... 
' stomachs. Seasonal variation in the amount of food consumed could 
. . 
not · be· determined for the longhorn scul piri-.due to the des·cribed 
difficulties. Further int~nsive investigation would be .necessary 
·/)> . 
in order to quantify · longhor~ feed-~ng habits (Jenkins, M. Sc) in 
' prep~ration)'. 
Predators 
' . 
Juvenile sculpin (less. than 70 rnm. unidentified to species) , 
. have -t~·en no·~;~ ~~;~ng-~~: ~tom~~~ .. ~~~~~~ts of the adults . . ih~' .. "' -····"-•'" --·  
f' 
young 'have also be"en observe~ ~o pre·y on each other in the lab·. 
0 
whenever size difference allowed ingestion. . 
' 
Within the mairy study area; only one other _benthic species 
c_ould, "5ii"the basis of size .and morphology, _s~rve as a predator·· 
on shorthorn sculpin .. The sea raven, H. americanus; ,has the 
·- ~ 
l morphoiogical 'capacity to consu~e prey as large as sculpin~ 
.· 
Cannabalism within this· species ha~ been documented i~ the laboratory. 
In ·this instance, 'an adult female consumed another raven of about 
200 nun. :total l~ngth- (Bennett~ pers .. ~onnn.) .. 
Unfortunately, ~· americanus did not respond to the emetic. 
·Attempts t,o induce regurgi ta:tion. _with a st~mach ·pump (designed 
~-
by Seaburg and· MoylE;, 1964) also ~ai 1 ed. As there were never· mo're 
' 
than eight specimens. seen at any on~- observation period, no 
. . -
individuals . were sac-rificed. 
A qualitative investigation of possible controlling m~c}lanisms · ·· 
•I 
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for the shorthor~ popula tiori imp~ ica!~d. t-he 1 eech. · Malmiaria 
nuda Richardson (1970). \ 
Observations of shorthorn · sculpin carrying. several ·leeches 
were· common. Infestltion 'of ind·i:idual-s ranged from zero to 
hi'gh .·concentrations of more than 15 le~ches per host. Lelches 
' ~ . 
were seen ·most commonly between the eyes :of the sculpin and on · 
the nasal area. No sculp.ins were seo.n beari~g leeches during the_ · 
winter . 
The ·higher· affin].ty of shorthorn over longhorn_ sculpin for . 
rock bounded' hiding places may account for . the greater inf~station. · 
·-of shorthorns by leeches: As th_e newly htJtched leeches depend, 
' . . . 
for their attachment,_ on the ' movements of potential hosts, spec~es 
. ' . 
fe~larly _inhabiting ~uch areas are highly susceptible to_ attack_. 
• • ~ II 
· · . Al~hough densities of ieeches 'on it:tdividual .longhorns ·~eir, _at least· · 
. . . ~ 
. . 
. ' 
as grel:lt as_ on M. scorpius., the infestation is less ·(on a percentage_ . 
bas~s) than · that of ~· ~corpi~s · -(Khan,- in p~e~ration) ."'· ·· . 
The p-resence of several young cod (Gadus morhua) in Dyer's 
Gulch in August and September of both study years sug'gest~d the 
• c 
_ . possibilit~ that this species may have been feeding on arctic 
0 
shanny .. _ pf. 22 cod "~ught ih the stu~y area in late Octob~r, 1973, 
on~y 10 had r_ecently ta.ke~ foad. With the exc_eption. of one . 
. . 
juvenile sculpin, stomach ' contents w~re ~~variably amphipods~ 
:,I 
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DISCUSSION 
' . 
'· 
' I . 
~ .. ) .. 
The general approach in this · study was to first determine the 
distribution and abundance ~f benthic . fish . in a finite and 
-aceessable area, then to attempt tb dete~~ine whether the area w~s, 
in effect, one cont_inuous ha~itat or ~ompose~ of smaller subdivision~. 
. -
- Having found 'such'· subdivisions, the final question is, why such . 
. . . 
divisions are found aniong the shallow water benthic fish colnrnunity:? • ·· 
. ., 
. ' 
In following this approach, an attempt has been made to avoid, as 
I) 
m1,1ch as _possible, making assl,liDp~ions about the data. According'ly ,· the . 
analysis o.f .x2 , with its minimal assumptions; Jlas been used .extensively. 
The t-test' is a spe'cial .ca.se of t"he analysis of· variance (Bahcroft, 
•• 
. . -~~ 
' 19~5~ and requires approximate normality of population ·distribution and 
(\ 
similar .. standard deviations. The analysis of variance is .. a more robust 
. . ,...> . • 0 .• 
test ~h1ch, in ~ts simplest · interpretation, allows comparison of more 
·than two means. Having once exhausted t~e capacity of these more cornm~n 
' . 
. ' . 
tests, I have ' attemPted to indicate what· factors may contribute to .the 
. . 
,. 
· variability in 'the numbers of sculpin by the t~chnique o( multiple 
, 
linear_ regression. "This test· _has also minimize~ a~sumpt.ions about .the 
data by mathematical transformations :for linearity and normality 
(Cassie, 1972). ·. 
... 
Distribution and Abundance :~£ ¥yoxocephalus in.Dyer's Gulch 
I_n det'ermin~ng wheth'er significant differences\ in .the d~stribution . 
. ~ · . . . 
-of sculpin occur throughout th.e study area, two· questions nrus·f.be· _ask_ed. 
First, ar~ there differences iri the nurnQers of· fish throughput .the study 
. "' . . 
· area or~ is the ~;e~ .equally . sui~ed to the··,species ~nder conside]-ation 
, , . . . . 
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Figure V. Possibl~ combinations of fluctuatiqns 
' '• around . th~ ,mean for two populations: 
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. :. 
. 
• 0 
·(random' ot ~onta,g.i_o~s ~dis~rib~ons): A ·"secon~ question .that~ should 
be asked is. doe·s .. an increase .(or d~crease) in the number of 'fish • 
' - ' • • ~ • I D ' Ill> • ... , ~ 
in one' subdivision "of' the study ar~a 0 corre;pond ")'/hh an i'ncrease. 
(dr decrea.se) . in the number of fish in another . ~ucR.. su_bdivision? , . . 
' . 0 
. ~ ~ 
In other words, do fluct.uations around tli~ individual population 
I o ~· ~ 
• rl .. : . .J . 0 
means correspond in their 'times of ·relative.rnaxima and minima? The 
' .~ " , J r Gt' 
. . pos~ible. o'utcomes of thesoe. two . questions ,)1~e reptesented i11 Fig,! V, 
~ .. . 
_ .. : · ·The r~sillt's of analyses of· shortho~n data 'indic~te:. a correspondence 
-d I t' 1.1' 
. , 
. ' with situation D (Fig . v) , inf that' the .means . are different for the 
' . J 
'two sites' ~nd·that · fluctuatiohs around the means do not correspond 
' ...... . .. 
' 
;1 in ti~e . . . This is likelyF>cailsed by prefe~~nce for 6ite c which ma'y 
' I 
.,. b,e re~ect~v~ df their le~r,arbc and c;~ypt~c 'hab'its. · Site a is · r 
.' ·separated from s~te b by a sudden increase in depth o.~&oximately 
•:· three.;!flet~.es ·J Th~ ba~rier ·~ere is vertical for mos.t of the width 
D 
.. ·. ·of the gulch. · · A nafr.ow "s.hute" on. the ·southeast side of the gulch 
,. • •I • • •J 
. ' . 
is i~cl~~ed at an angle of ~bout 4S·degrees. 
'· 
If fish are to 
.. 
. .. . '> 
avoid .swimming in the water column,~they would have to move up 
this unprotected, shute to s-ite a .•t The hypothesis here is tha.t 
• • J 
• ' •• 0 • • • ... ' • 
sha.r:tho~n .,sculpin wo~ld prefer t.,o ~~wim around rather than . over an 
. . 
obs~ruction .· This, combined with. th~ s'ca:c~ of cov:r may act t o 
. confi,n.e most of the ·. shorthorns ·to the lower. regions of . the . ~~l.~h. 
. " 
~orq,.. ~. 
The longh'brn sculpi n dist.ribution data correspoQd with situation 
.. ,J ~ tl 
:. ' . ' J .. .. 
·' ,_ B (Fig. V).. _This w'Ould suggest f~ee interchange of ~onghorn ·betwee_n 
. 
the two sites. w_ith simul taneou.s i mmigration ' (and ~migration) . to t~e . 
.. .. 
. - : :whole st~dy area .... finte~·~harige of . indi~idua1. longhorn' between. the 
• ... 0 ... · ' • • "' , 
• 0 ' o ·. ·. . . .. 
. · two. s1 tes is likely facilitated· by their lower affini_ty for cover 
·· \ " . . " ., 
.~ 
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'.:' 
and their greater locomotory tendency. · For such an a~ima~, . the 
rock barrier is possibly ineffec~~ve. 
\\. ' . •. ' - . i· ' 
On the basis :o.f length-weight' data for longhorn (Mo!row~ . 1951) 
~nd shorthorn (Ennis~ i970) plus morphological descriptions of'the 
• ' ' • - 1l. 
two species_ JLiem mld Scott, 1966) ~ the apparent difference in-
,· 
mobilit~ between the .two species may have a hydrodynamic basis. 
~ . . ' . 
' Such a difference in swimming ability couid result , in longho~ns 
. ;ov~ng _further f;orn Dyer 1 s·· .Gulc~, thus reducing their chanceJ ~f · 
being observed again. Their law. rp.te of return -to Dyer 1 s . Gulch . 
. " 
aftel;" extend_ed 'periods (Table XI) plus a longhorn tag return from 
• t. { • 
• a distance oft five miles, suppor!s ~his hypothesis. Differ.ences 
I 
.• in swimmi,ng activity be.tween ~culpin species may also be of 
. . 
' ,. . 
significance in the _differential infestation of the two species by~ 
' 
}' 
the leech, _the less a~tive shorthorn being more attractive -for 
attachment. 
Predators 
The greater infestation of shorthorn by ~· nuda may be due to 
. ' 
a comQination of the behaviour of adult shorthorn and the life 
" t 
'history of the leech. 
. . 
: ~ost conuno~ly ,' the. Piscicolidae. dltach from their hosts !before 
c~puution ~cc_urs. This howev~r, does not' ay:pear" to. be ' t _he' case 
. . ~ 0 . 0 
· .w.ith M. nud'a as ·copulatory behaviour of attached leeches has be'en 
- .--I • .· • • ,· 
obserVed (Khan,· pers. cornm.) . 
' . ' 
' Subsequent , ~o. fertiliiation, the ; · 
.,coco~ns. ar~ :attacJie'd to' ,rocks where the cocoons , devel?P and hatch. 
· As- the cocoon was· deposited ·while the ~dult leech was still 
·, 
· .. . . 
I 
;· ·· . 
. ·. 
., 
.. 
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44 
attacped to its host, \he' young leech is like.ly to· be in.suitable 
I 
shorthorn habitat .. The lethargic habits of'the shorthorn would 
. . . . 
be condusi ve to attachment. Longhorns, if is a·ctive as this 
. . , ' 
research sugge~ts, woula be more likely to occupy areasowhich are 
uns~itable for leech cocoon attachment, such as·sandy bottoms. 
r 
Prior to ~aking a blood meal, t!· nud~ secretes .what is . likely 
. 
an anticoagulant. . It is known (Khan, pe~s. c"onun.) that ten o·f 
thes,e leeches are detrimental to small sculpin (less than 10 .em.). 
- ,, 
Adults which have been artificially heavily infesteq , in laboratory 
holdi~ tanks have become sluggish relative to uninfested specimens · 
and have been generally ,less successful in securi~g ·~~od. 
Mace (1971) states that t!· nuda is most .commonly found on 
shorthorn ·sculpip in the operc~lar r~gion a~d on the :belly. He 
states that this·leech is found on the head of M. scorpius only on 
' - . 
' . 
heavily infested individuals. As leeches we~e most commonly 
. . . ..._ 
seen on the head regi9n of sculpin in the present study J it may btl 
..,. . 
. () ' . 
. that Dyer's Gulch shorthorn suffer he~vy parasite loads. Mace also, 
determined that' parasitised shorthbrn had a higher metabolic ,rateo 
.,. 
than u~parasitised individuals. He indicates that the increased 
energy expenditure a~ong parasitised fish'is greater than can.be 
accounted for by .blood 1oss to !he leech and suggests sttess : 
~ . 
" . 
caused by mechanical ,irritat~on may be detrimental. an· the basis · 
of 'his findings,· Mace evaluates ·the le.ech-s~~lpin re.iation . as 
predatory rather than parasitic ~ 
S~·as~~a·l Occurrance 0 
.. 
r 
I 
The change in affinity for cover in the winter shown by 
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• I 
.. 
M.' scorpius is likely o.f survival value .to. newly spawned eggs. 
. . . fi . 
~ Egg masse~ ~~ ~ua·te~ i~ open ~rea~ may recje t~e b~nef~ t of 
gre~ter wat~r circulat~on than i\ they were ~ecesse~ in 'crevic~s . 
in tne bottom. It is inter~sting to speculate that the shorthorns 
.. ' . 
: are able to become less secretive in winter du~ ·t6 the absence of 
longhorns in the area. 
As iJ.llplied above, M; scorpius app.areJ;lt{y has the 'capacity to 
Q 
coms~me mo~e food at any ~ne oppor~unity than the longhorn. This 
may ha~e surv~val value ' for the shorthorn when present~d ~ith a 
si tuati.on where food ·"'is. clumped and scarce. Without quantitative 
data on seasonal abundance of .prey speci~s, j.t is ..impossible to· 
~etermine if· food is limiting ~uring· the winter months. 
. . 
A hypothesis . to account for the .abse~ce of M. octodecemspinosus 
I . . . •' 
in the winter is that, Dy~r's Gulch and vicinity does not contain 
• « • - ~ ~ o ' a . 
suitable spawning substrate for the longhorn. Warfel and Merriman 
(1944) reported t~at e.gg_s o.f longhorn ~culpin 'of southe~·n New·· 
J 
England were found attached to sponge {Chalina ·sp.). Although 
thi~· ge,nus is found in· Dyer's Gulch, "the ··hard sand ·a~d gravel 
. . . 
L 
bottoms described by Warfel and Merriman are less common . . 
., " ' ' . . 
. . '· . 
IncuQation 'Activity 
. . ~ 
. Tlu~ spawning sticc~ss of· the . sl}orthorn in Dyer's Gulch in 
1973 J ~eing zero~ is contradictory to the number of young. sculpin 
. . . 
• 
found in the area in the . summer of the. same year. Since the number · 
.. . ' . 
. .. 
of .young-of-the-year .sculpin (based on Ennis (l970) Age 1 fish of 
minimum length of 11:4. cm.) 'per square metre in Dyer's Gulch in )': 
,,. . 
• ' . 
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• 
' <' 
· 1973•was grooter than ·ever documented previously (Greim, pers. 
comm~). the extensive egg mortality found in Dyer's. Gulch cannot 
. . ' ~ 
be r .epresentative of the eastern Newfoundland coast. '. 
Ennis (1970) observed 'that guardian sculp'in (always males) 
• I 
vacated "the nes.ts for varying periods. Therefore the 'observed 
. .. ) ' 
behaviour· of the · Dyer.' s Gulch fish is not unusual. ·· 1 
. ' 
Although shorthorn sculpin ·wave physiological means of I 
' ' protection from freezing in very cold waters (Gordon, et. !!.!_., 
1962; Smith, 1972); their survivaJ depends on th.elr avoidance 
' I 
of.:-eontact w~th ice crystals. The winter of 1972-73 was unusual 
I , 
l ' ' 
. , in~th~tr. gr~at quantitie~ of ice·built"Up along the Newfoun4.!_ard · 
' ' l 
.... 
. . 
0 
'qo.ast. 'In Logy·Bay, on~Jlore lfinds jammed ice blocks on · top of 
·each other to depths ·of more than 23 metres. It is po~sible 
·~ 
· that1 such conrl:i tio.ns for ceq· the ·shorthorns of Dyer's Gulch to 
abandon their. eggs. 
Segregation and Cohabitation 
Harper (1961) ~tates that cohabitation ' is a situation where · 
l , • . 
"i~dividUals come into su~h proximity that !1 struggl'e for .existe~'ce 
is· likely to occur." . . He goes on tq .' ~uggest that an ·interspecific' 
' 
equilibrium is ·fac.ilitat~d by a "division of la~our" .· 
. - ' 
The Jierce)1tage of fish ta.gged each .month that 1 is - ne~er see~ · . . 
a~ain (Fig. IV_) indicates .. ·that the two spe~ie$ of. sculpin have . 
.changing af:finity for Dyer's Gulch-throughout -the p~riod . of 
• j! ~ I • ' 
cohabitation. The -apparent div~rgence of the ·two .curves of Fig. IV 
' ;I • . 
sugges~S that the 't:WO species may indeed h~Ve· SO~e. "divisio~ _of. 
( . 
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labo'IJ.r" or 'perhaps interspecific avoidance. · 
. • .. ~.;i. ' 
'The results of the 17 hour series of d_ives cal'lnot be accept~d 
as being representative due to the lack of ·r~plica~e series. • .. 
"' Howeve~.' the t~end described b~the . dat~ warr~nts future i,pv~stig~t~qn 
and. further discussion.' 
The obvious difference between the -abundance of the sculpin . 
J 
species at dusk and dawn suggests either that there is ·a particular 
. ·.-\ .... . '\ 
attraction for Dyer's Gulch (more accurately, ' site c) 'at these · . 
~ I • ~ 
. ' 
,• 
times- or that the attract.ion is for some per.ipheral area and that 
movement back to ~yer's Gulch occurs with tbe opposite stimulus . 
,. 
(incre~sing or decreasing radiant energy influx). mtether such 
movements are· related to food ·or changing sit.e prefe~ence is 
unknown. Green (pers. c~nim ... ), has sHown that .. cunner (Tautogol~brus 
. ' .. . 
. • I ' . • ' 
.adspersus) occ~py "sleep sites" at nig~~· ~~: may 9~cupy a · 
completely different territory during the qay. Reciprocal move-
ments· of the two· sp~cies of sculpin could serve to· reduce inter-
specific interactions. Fur~her .investigation of this phenomenon 
is necess~ry · before any fOnclu~ions can be -reached . 
.Arlother q':lestion. p~rti~ant to . t .he tw9 sculpin species.' is 
. ~ 
that o'f 'the difference in population sizes. Why should the,re be 
I • 
• . . t 
so inany mcrre longhorns than shorthorns in the study area? 
. ' ' . 
The . 
' . . 
· se~reti ve habits and restricted movements of M. s~arpius · s~ggest, 
that this species may ,have a la~ge individual distance (defi~ed by 
. . . . . 
. .. 
Hed~ger. In ' Loren~, 1993). Although agonistic ~nteractions have ·not 
' . . ~ " ' 
. been noted .in th~ field, s~ulpin · of-~oth species h~~e be~n~found 
I . 
' I 
·~ . ' 
. ' 
• . • I 
' •. 
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to emit a vibration when removed from the water. This vibration 
,. 
is audible when the individual is pressed against a measuring 
board. A simi'l._ar type of res~on_se ha~ been documented by . Bigelow 
and l'!elsh (1925) ~J)d analysed by Ba!ber and Mawbry (1956). 
: Visual detection of this behaviour in the field has been ·· 
facilitated by the anchor t<;tgs which have been · noted to vibrate 
rapidly when j.ndividual sculpin are approached by a diver . .. If 
this is a warning,-;. it' could ~ serve to space .animal's ove~ suitable 
habitat. In such a si tuad.on, populatio.n control could b~ · 
. . 
. . 
behavioural. Fish (1954) states this vibration is made in 
~ 
- .. 
. .. r~spo~se to fear and annoyance. Controlled laboratory studies · 
. . 
wo~ld be b~neficial in det~rmining in:ter,- . and intraspecific 
behavioural interactions. 
·~. . Pleuronectids ' •· ' . 
. ·' 
Although· P. americanu~ r~ceived·little attention throughout 
~. - '.:,· 
the period of the present ~tudy, it ·was, o~casional.ly, more 
. ' 
numerous than t!le longhorn sculpin .. AI thoug~ les.s common in 
' -
Dyer's Gulc~, the yellowtilil was often f9\lnd concurrently with · 
winter flounder. the intera~tions between thes~ two species could 
constitute an · resting study. The American plaice. 
• .. 
Hippoglossoides essoides, was obs~r.ved concurre~tly with :both 
~inter flounder and y llowtail on the sandy bottom of area ·s. The 
ni~he·. ~i versification h~oretically ne~es.sary f~r persist.ence . of 
. . ~ ' . . 
this situation pertinant to commerci al exploitation of 
·these species. 
:The .method of fn tjle_ pr~sent 'study ,i s considered 
~ 
• I , 
.· 
I• 
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·. 
inadequate for study of the f1ounde.r ·and yellowtail (see ~inter 
,; 
flounder ·resul_ts). Use· of a shorter. dart. tag (possibly 30 min • . 
long) might "possibly reduce vibrat.-ion caused wound_ enla_rgemen~. 
-- ' 
Of interest in literature on winter flounder is the variability 
in their 6nshore-offshore movements' ·from one lo_cality to another 
.. (Lobell,' 1939; McCracken, 1963; Kennedy, 1964). Kennedy ·(1964) 
suggests 'su~h movements may be governed by the state of the 
gonad Father than te~perature·. It• is unknown if .the_ gravid 
females seen 'in Dyer's Gulch in the. spring'af 1973 -spawned in the 
. area. or not·. 
- . . 
Sonic Tracking 
The inadequacy o,f studies, of fish movements, based on . 
periodic observations has ·been exemplified i n the present research. 
. " · 
The need for .continuous monitoring of movements of . indivi~yal 'fish 
- .could .. be satisfi~d by so~ic tracking techniques; . ,Although pelagic 
· species hav.e been . successfully ~allowed by use"_of sonic tags · 
(reviewed by Stasko, 1971)' benthic ·specie? showing re.stricted 
movements could likely provide more extensive data: This ·could be · · 
1 of . • 
· accon:'plished by_ a fixed inoni toring· system. 
Qua-ntitative Analysis of .site Association. 
Gibson - 0?7~) used a multiple eorrelation analysis to evaluate·.· .. 
factors . i~flu~hcing the verticai di'str,i.bution · Qf some ·i -ntertidal .· 
! . . ' • I ;. • ' ., 
· . fi~h 'spe~ie s. He did not, however, pre·sent models· .t6 descripe th~· · 
. " . . ' . . . . . . . 
. . 
a,bundance ·of the irtdividu<i;_l spe~ies. This may have bee·~ due to a , 
I 
low multiple correlation coefficien~. · .-
\ 
. ~e gen~ra~aequa~y . of the "pred~2ti.o~ m~d~l ~ of the.- present:_ . . 
- I ' • \ • • • • • 
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:·, . . , '" . I study may· be attributed ~0 'several factors·. At' least one ~of these 
. ' 
may ~e tested ~i th the present data. The ~nclusion Of· a great 
number of zeros in the data tends to make the .equations most 
' 
accura.te only for those values of the dependent variable which 
approac_h zero. This hypothesis may be tested by decreasing the 
. ' . 
•-' 
time interval for whic;h. any one ,equation is to be applied. By 
. ' ' 
o li~iting the tim_e interval ~o (hat period in which the _spec_ies of 
interest· (del?endent variable) is present, .·the g~ea~ preponderance 
of zero observatiOTj.S can be avoided. 
These• models may be greatly _ irnprov~d in fut.\lr·e studies by · 
refining ~he techniques use~ in obtaining environmeT}tal data. 
. ' . 
The -indirect measurement of ralldom water movements does not permit 
comparison of the V,;:triOUS stu.dy sites With respect tO this parameter. 
. . 
. ' 
The . extiric~ion coefficient used in calculating_ rad.i~nt energy 
. ' ~ 
influ):: at the va:dous stations is greatly deficient. This is 
especially . pi".onounced during periods of heavy rainfall_ when the 
; ·~ 
.• . . 
surfaC'e waters of ' Dyer's Gulch. pecorne markedly discolored by 
suspend.ed soi:l parti~les washed hito the gulch .fr'om tJ'le ~urround:i,ng 
. . ' ' .J' ,. . . . 
' 
watershed.; This' proble~ could be overcome by regular · (daily ff 
. . -
'. 
possible) determinations of the · extinction coeffic:lent. 
' · .. 
' . 'fh·e in~l~sion. of biqtic parame.ters ~rnong ~he independent_ .. 0 • 
:variables of. the models cannot be. explained by field observat·i ons · ·= 
•. ; · 
. r 
of this -rese·arch. Although the· m~l tiple regression formulae 
indicate th~se biotic parameters· contribute less to the equat ions ' 
than. the. a~~otic . pa;.amete; s,; their signifl.c~~ce (P.< D. OS · ) ~n . 
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• 
reducing the error in the dependent ~ariable e~ti~ate warrants 
. J) . . 
fut~re investigation of ~he~e par.ameters. No interactions 
. c . . 
among .species were observed except for .o·ccasionai ,· u'nsucces'S'ful, · 
attacks of longhorn .sculpin on smaller· fish species. Witnessed 
!o;;;:-attacks oh pieJ.. of. debris, animated by ~ater ·movementS, 
5uggests movement ·willc:llicit predation r~sponses for this species. 
However, the noh ~ccurrar.'c~ of all but one o£. the smaller species 
· a~~ng stom~ch contents .. ~f bot~species of sculpin· suggests 
. 
. , . 
sculpin are hot effect~ve' preda:to~s on other benthi~ fish species . 
. . 
:rhi..s- is supported ··by labora~ory ~?'Periments .(.Jenkins, M.s·c . . thesis,· 
in preparation) . . 
The fact that individual shorthorn sculpin will i~gest la~ge 
numbers of sea snails .has been shown in thi!'i study. ' This is 
possibly due to the poor swinuning ability of the sea snail and. 
its corresponding vulnerability whenever it 'emerg~s from the 
0 
~ D 
.· 
undersides. of rocks.. In ~pite of this known predation, the 
0 
numbers of L. atlanticus per· square metre did not . c·ontribute to 
. the : _shorthorn models (.equatio~s(1. and_ 2) . 
Many of the relatipns found in these models; such 'a's the 
negative 'cor:relafi.ons of ~· punctatus with shor1;horn in equation 
1, of .!:!_. subbifurcata with shorthorn · in equatim~(· 2 and U. 
' . 
stibbifu~cata with .§_. · puhctatus i~ equation 5 cann?~ ~e ~xplained 
b~ _the present d~ta; Su~h correlations warrant future studies 
both of ' laboratory and field orientation. 
' . ' 
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. : APPENDIX I 
.·· 
species" Per. QUadrat4-Numbers of "smaller 
. . 
~ .. 
.... 
• -:? Site a Site ;c ~ 
' 
·species Arctic Sea Ocean Radiated Young Arct1c 'Sea Ocean Radiated Young •, 
Shannr Snail Pout Shannr Sculpin Shannr Snail - Pout . Shanni Scul:ein 
'QwldTat 7 8 9 10 7 8 9 10- 7 8 9 10 . 7 8 9 10 'i 8 9 ~~ ··2 3 4 5 2 3 4- ~ ~ 3 ·4 ~ ~ 3 4 !: 2 3 4 5 
,, 
197iZ . ·' ·. 
. ·Auv44 6 3 19 12' ' · 3 ·1 1 1 . 
' .'· AU 22 . 7 3 9. 6 2 1 2 5 1 
· · - Aug . 28 's 6 8 .4 ,.. "4 ·s ~pt. 21 9 9 7 7 1 2 
: c 1 ~ 4 6 5 3 
1973 .. 
Feb. 27 1 .3 1 i 
~ 
March ·s ...__1 1 . 2 ·1 " 1 1 -
. . 
-~· 
March 12 .... 1 1 1 i 1 1 
.. !-larch 20 1 1 2 . . 1 1 3 ~ . . . 
April 12 1 1 5 1 1 , . ~-
April 17 
-
1 1 
. o 
April 24 1 · 2 
"" 
1 . 1 4 1 i "1 
. May 9 l 1 ' ~ , 
May 15 1 ' .; 1 1 - 1 1 1 .. 1 
May 22 1 1" i ' 1 l i 1 
_May 30 . · 1 2.. 2 2 1 2 
' June 6 1 2 ' h. 1 I - 1 3 . -
June 12 1 2 ('i,}. . 1 1 1 1· 1 1 · "J 
June 28 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 1- 1 
July 5 1 r ' 1 1- ' .2 ' 1 .2 1' ' 1 '. 
'July 11 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 · 1 2 -
.. July 18 1 1 1 2 l 1 . 1 
July 25 
' 
1 1 2 .1 1 1 1 
· Aug. 3 . 4 . 3" 2 1 1 1 1 3 ' 
Aug. . 8 . 2 1 1 1 1 · 1 1 1 
. AUg. 29 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 . 1 ; 
2 1 1 3 l Sept. 13 
Sept. 19 2 2 , 1 ·1 2 1 .. 1 1 1 1 2 . ' 
Sept. 28 2 1. 1 1 . ' . 2 1 1 3 1 1 ' . 
Oct. 3 . . 1 1 2 5 . 1 2 1 
oCt. 24 1 1 1 . ' 1 '1 1 1 1 1 1 
Oc~. 31 1. -1 1 1 1 1 
-·7 1 -~ 1 . ... 1 Nov. 
Nov. "if\ · 1 1 2 
- t ~ Nov. 29 1 .  I 
·'Dee, 7: 1 · 1 1 1 
nee. 12 1' 1 -~ ·2 2 - . ..... .. 
Dec:. 20 1. 1 1:: 1 1 1 
a · -. 
.. 
' .. 
' • 
' ·. 
.. ' 
;. 
l" .· ... . 
,, 
, 
0 
,v 
" .. 
· ' 
, 
·· . .-P 
\, 
-.!. 0, 
.. , 
. ~ 
·. • , n
,. 
.. 
·-
1972 
Ju~?,; 25 • 
Ju~ 27 
July 28 
Aug. 9· 
Aug. 10 
Aug. 11 
Aug. · 14 
Aug.· IS 
Aug,~ li 
Aujt. 18 
Aug', 22 
Aug. 2l 
Ang. 24 · 
Jour;: 015 
Aug. 29 
Aug, . 31 
Sept; 5 
Sept. (> 
Sept. 12 
Sept. 13 
Sept. 14 . 
Sept. 21 
Sept. 22 
Sept, 26 
Oct. 5 ; 
Oct. '6 
Oct. 12 
pet, 16 
Oct. 17 
Oct. 18 
Oc_t, 
~t~ 
Oct. 
Oct •• 
Nov·. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
"20 
23 
24 
27 
I 
2 
3 
6 
· Nov. _J:7
7 Nov. !1 
· Nov. 28 
,Nov. 2!'f 
Nov. 30 
Dec. S 
Dec. 22 ur 
Dee. 128 
1973 
Jan. 4 
.• • J~n. 8 
Jan. ,,V . 
Jan . . lS 
Jan •. 16 
d' . Jan . 18· 
Jan •. 22 
Jan • . 25 
Feb. 2 
Feb. 14 • . 
Feb. 16 
Feb. 21 
Feb. 26 
Feb. · 27 
~larch 5 
~larch c7 • 
March 12 
March~ fa 
~larch 23 
March 26-
Aprll 12 
.Apr'il 17 
Mrl)' ,z 
. May 10 
May .. 14 
May IS 
~lay 16· 
May . 22. 
. , 
.. 
Shorthorn 
.1 
2 
1' 
3 
2 
6 
2 
4 
5 
8 
I 
1 
I 
I 
•;; I 
i . 
-I 
4 ' 
'f!o s . 
2 
I 
1. 
1 
2 
: 1 
1 
2 
2<> 
2 
2 
1 
• 1 
1 
2 
.2 \4 
. 1 
2 ' 
2 
'1 
2 
2 
7 
s 
s 
o a ·, 
Jl.urnbcr~ of "ln~gcr specl.!ls" seen per di'!e • 
J.(lnghorn 
:s 
3 
1 
5 
14 
7 
10~ • 
8 
2 
s 
3 
9 ' 
4 
3 
s 
2 
3 
. 4' 
1 
2 
2 " 
3 
1 
1 
·I 
1 
1 
3 
3 
1;. 
}. 
J 
1 
1 
1 
4 
. • 2 
Untn~gcd 
Sculpin 
. ' 
1 
2 
3 
Winter n 
F1ourulcr 
. ·-
6 
J 
4 
3. 
1 
2 
1 
i 
· 2 
J 
.1 
Yellowtail 
.. 
J 
: 
' 
.I 
Sea Raven 
'; 
2 
.I 
/,. 
2 
3 
r 
' Ocean rout 
" ' 
j' 
~, 
•' 
4 
) 
1 
1 
. 0 
' . 
" ' 
· .. 
... 
A• 
'. 
• ' 
~ 
I ' 
I. 
' • 
-
b v 
f. .. ·
' 
APri!NDIX II . cont . 
Dflte Shorthorn Lon~ horn Untnr,gcd 
,, 
Yellowtail · Raven Ocean Pout Winter Sen 
Sculpin Flounder 
~lay 24 
~tay 29 2 , 
·-
., 
May ~0 1 • . .· 
May 31 8 s 1. 
• June I 4 12 1 
.1 June 6 1 'S .,,:oj 
Juno '7 6 s 2 
June 8 J . 6 1 
- June 11 8' 6 3 •1 
.. 
.June- 12 6 7· 20 ' 1 i 
"June 't3 7 10 J 2 I Jun11 20 .. 1 6 3 
""' 
11une 22 ' 8 11 ; 
Juno 26 14 4S 43 4 
I ' 'June 28 . 6 18 
June 29 to' 6 -~ 
'· 
J .uly 3 8 26 
' 
July 4 4 
July s s 8 • 17 
• ' . July, 6 ' 2 19 i9 2 .1. 8 2 
July !() . 2 
July 11 1 18 13 . 1 
·July 13 2 fl 
....... July 16 6 20 
July 17 3 16 30 , 
July 18 . , 2 16 ~0 
July 19 1 3J 
"· July 20 5 38 .. 1 ., 
July 23 7 ' '28' 6 1 
I July ' 25 3: J}o• 25 7 July, 26 2 19 '\) 
'/ July 2; 2 
.. i~ 13,.. '. July . 3Q . ~ 
July 31 3' '17 3 
Aug. 7 2 10 3 
Aag. ll 1 .]6 . 8 
Aug. 9 1 . . 12 3 
Aug , 10 1. 17 
Aug, 13 2 . .. 
Aug . 20 17 / . ' 
Aug. 24 2 7 •· 
' 
.. 
.. d 
I, 
,, Aug. 27 8 6 
- ' 
: 
Aug. 28 6 4· -~ 
Aug. 29 2 3 . 
Sept . ·4 9 . 
Sept. 11 s 3 
\ . .. 
' Sept . 13 3 s ·: . ,. 
Sept.,. l9 s 4 
, 5ept. 21 4 \. 
Sept. ,24 7 
· .
· S'ept. 2S 2 . 1 . 
·' . : 
: 
, . Sept. 28 3 
.. 
. . 
Oct. 3 
.' 
2 
'Oct. 4 l ' Oct. 14 . .. . ., 
:' Oct • 17 2 • 
Oct·. . 18 1 1 
Oct. ·22 • 7 '1 , 
Oct . 24 2 
(-) . ( .Oct. 26 8 '' Oct. 31 13 $ 
~ .. Nov. , .I 2' 
... 
... 
. , Nov . 5 · 2 . 
-~ ·Nov. 7 2 ~ Nov. g · 7 .,. : Nov .. ' 16 1 ,. . ' ·-
Nov . 19 ~ ··. 6 ,. ! 
' Nov. 29 
Doc:. 7 ' 
' 3 I Dec. 12 .. . 
Dec • 17 2 · 
• Dec·. 19 1. ... 
Dec. 20 2 . 
. .. t' 
1973). 1 'Where S<"vcra1 dives wer.e nade <lurinj! one 24 hoitr · ln.tcrvat (lc. Juoc~26, 
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. Af~ENDIX III 
.. . 
., Correlation Matrix for S'ite ·a 
Longhorn · _sh~rtho-rn 
·Number of· "smaller species" -per square metre · 
· Arctic 1 Sea . Ocean .· Radiated Juvenile WateT .. . TempeTatuTe 
·Shanriy. Snail Pout Shinny · Sculpin Movement · · 
'· 
·, 
Longhorn 
Shortho-rn 
Arctic 
Shanny 
Sea ·. 
snail 
Oc.ean 
Pout 
. ..... 
. I:ooooo· 
6o115_ 1.00000 
.. 
0.04860 -().1200_2 1.00000 . 
-1 
<, • ~· 
. . . 
-o. a po . -o·;on56 -0.05406 '1.00000 
I 
-. - ~ .. ~- . 
0.1277S . O\lZ408 -0.10335 -~.04831 1.00000 
.. ' 
I 
-o:·o508'r"' -0.06984 -o.o1112 o.o5996 -0.07668 1.0oooo ·Radiated 
. Shan~y __ ... . :., 
...... .... ....  -r: 
· JuVenile 
·Sculpin · 
. " Wat~ 
Movement 
, Temperature 
Radiant · 
Energy 
.. ~. 
-0.02958 -0.07538 . . -0.00361 -0~07395 -O.rl366 -0.01430· 
-0.20686 
. 0.29503 
0.32554 
o:o2288 . · o:o4510 ·-o.o6998 · o.i5514' o.o5515 
o:1024o o •. ~623I -o.213os- o.o7670 · o.14366 
o·.27803 -0.09963 .o.o'o776 0'.15506 o.07153· 
.. -:-~cipt;ation -0.02~69 ·o.00842 0:05925 -0.07806 · 0.15 9 -0.036~6 
.. Pho~op~riod :-- .. 0.~.~38S . · 0~~~703 . . 0.02604. -0.01250 ~951 0 •. 13~~3 
.. ' . . .· ..... 
' .· ·. . i . . . . 
' . . . 
... . 
. ' · 
, • I 
.., I 
, . 
' 
" 
1.00000 
' 
0.03373 · _1.oooa_ 
' 
'0,11329 0.28514 
-0.94399 -0.21002 . 
-0.09943 -0.22645 . 
... 
0.14158 . '0.21863 
. . ,. 
·. 
·. c. -
.., 
1.00000 
-0:06472 
'• 
0.13620 
0.13703 
Radiant ·. Photoperiod 
Energy 
.· 
1.0.0000 
o. 71268 1'.00000 
0.02746 0.09445 
... 
. . 
. · . 
Pr'ecipitation 
.. . 
· ' 
_, , 
r 
, ~ 
., . 
• 1.00000 
., . .... 
. .. 
.. 
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·'"" 
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; 
LOngllorn 
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. . ·~ "' · .. 
..: 
' 
·l..onghol}l Shorthorn 
~ 1.00000 
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'! ... . 
;;· . . 
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APPENDIX IV . 
Corteiation-~trix f~; .·site C 
·Number of·' "smaller species•· yer square-metre 
Arctic ' Sea· Ocean "Radiated Juvenile 
Shanny - ~~ail Pout ·. .Shanny · Sculpin 
~ . 
Water 
"Movement 
Shorthorn . .•. -0.11323 -1.00000 $ . 
. Arctic 
. Sh~nny 
Sea. 
_1)nail 
Ocean 
Pout 
, Radiate~ : 
Shanny 
Juvenile 
"_Sculpin 
· Water· 
!tlvement 
Tempera~ure · ' 
Radi_ant 
E~ergy 
... Photqpex:iod .. 
Precipi ta.tion 
- •> 
.• . 
' . 
/' ', 
0.20986 -0.13124 ·-·· 1.00000 
· .. ·· 
'~ ' 
-0.16177 .0.08475 ·-0.25800 1.00000 : .· 
.·. 
. . 
0.08194 0.05779 -,0.14.267 0 . .13193 1.00000 ., 
J 
-0 .13071 ° -0.10246 -0.07168 -0.04784 -0.,04634· 1.00000 ' 
~ 
0.03846 -0.17218 ..J>.Oll18 -0.23192 -0.03572 0,04260 1.00000 
: 0.0722{) o.12goo -0.18074 -o.05121 ·~ \ •, 1~00000 0 .14303" -0.()'6561 0.15161 
o/ 
.0 .51075 -:0.19829 . 0.38290 -0.407~2 0 .• 02999 -0.06399. 0 . 29840 ~ 'ol. 28123 
' -0."1~~ 0.26003 -0.1125! 0.04449 o:3~s99 .:o'.22029 -0.07654 . · -0. 203.3S .. 
• 
0.51674 ·-0.20864 -0.079~7 --0.00945 9.37439 -O.l330S ~0.08915 ~0.23451 
~ 
' D 
. 0.19376 -0.02652 0.13801 .-0.10993 -0 ,0560~ -0.0928~ . o. 02297 °' 0. 22056 
. -
. ' 
·-. . ' ' · . 
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·. ·-
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e . 
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1973 · 
Sept. ·.12 
· · ·Sept.· 17 
.. .. Sept. ·25 
Oct. ' 2 
. dct. 24 
··Oct. 31 
Nov. 7 
Nov.. lq · · 
NoV:. 29 .• 
Dec . .. : 7 
Dec.· · ~2 
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APPENDIX V · 
_. F1uctuatrio!1s in Concentration~ of Metals (mg:f1i~re) . ' . 
.Site -a . . Site c 
Magnesium Manganese Iron .copper · Zinc Lead Magnesium ·Manganese Iron Copper. Zinc Lead 
~072.8 • . · ·0 . 05 0.27 ··. 0.06 0.44 1072 .8 0.05 0.28 0.05 0',47 
· 860.0 .0 . . 06 0.33 0.06 ·0.09 0.53 - .· .:926. 0 0.05 ' 0.25 . . 0.05 o.os · .. o.53 
842.5- o.ds 0.30 0.05 0.07 0'. 49 
1009 . 6 0.06 0;16 0.03 nd 0:54 . 103.8.5 . 0.06 0.16 0.03 nd 0. '52 
1048.1 . 0.07 0,.19 0.03 nd 0.57 10i9.2 0.06. . 0.20 0."03 nd : ·o.ss 
-0.03 
. 
1009.6 0.02 0.02 ·nd 1064.1 0.01 0. 01 
~049.1· nd ' 0.16 0.03 nd 1009.6 nd 0.14 0.03. . nd 
1009.6 O.J)l <{) .14 o·.os . nd 1019.2 nd ·o.12 o:o3 nd 
1086.-6, 0.01 0; 13 0.05 ·nd 1048 .. 1 0.02 0~13 0.05 nd 
1105.8 · pd .. 0.15 0.04 nd . 1105.8 nd. 0.15 0.04 nd . 
.., 
1086.6 0.03 0.20 o:o6 . nd 1096. 2· ·o.o4 0 18· 0.05 nd · 
1067.3 .o.·.o4 ' 0.23 0.·04· nd ~
. . 
. 
.nd=not detectable 
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